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EDITORIAL

Lassa Fever Taking A Fresh Toll

W

ith the COVID-19 pandemic still raging, the
Nigeria Centre for Disease Control, NCDC, got
notified last month, of the death of two persons
from Lassa fever. The first case was a pregnant
woman who presented in a health facility in
Nasarawa State and the next one, a medical doctor involved in
the management of the patient that later sought medical care in
the Federal Capital Territory, FCT,. In addition, another medical
doctor linked to the index case has also been confirmed to have
Lassa fever and he is currently receiving medical care in FCT.
The Nasarawa State Ministry of Health with support of NCDC
has commenced an in-depth epidemiological investigation of the
cases to understand the possible source of infection and the extent

of spread of the disease. Contact tracing of all the close contacts
of the patients has commenced.
Following these confirmations of Lassa fever cases in Nasarawa
State and the FCT, the NCDC has intensified the activities of the
national multi-sectoral and multi-disciplinary Lassa fever Technical
Working Group, TWG, for Lassa fever surveillance and response in
the country. Lassa fever Emergency Operation Centres have also
been activated by the affected state and FCT.
While the NCDC sympathises with the families of the patients
and the healthcare workers who have lost their lives to the disease,
yet more cases have continued to be recorded.
CONTINUE ON PAGE 5

2023 Election: Over 40 Million Youth Are Better Informed – YPP
BY CALEB ISHAYA

The Young Progressives Party on
Friday has said, youth demographic
group with an estimated voting
population of over 40 million
are better informed and quickly
institutionalising the vibrant
online activism demonstrated
during the #EndSars protests into

electoral politics and broader civic
participation.
A statement issued by Bishop
Amakin, the chairman of the
YPP said, Politics in Nigeria is
rapidly evolving with renewed
consciousness made increasingly
possible by the obvious leadership
failure since the commencement of
the 4th republic in 1999.

According to the chairman, the 2021
Electoral Act Amendment Bill, which
if signed by President Muhammadu
Buhari will bring the much needed
transparency in the electoral process
and enhance the confidence of the
electorates to participate.
“The Young Progressives Party is
the only political Party in Nigeria
to have protested twice within a

calendar year to call for urgent
reforms in the electoral process
and remained at the forefront of
advocacy for the signing of the
Electoral Act Amendment Bill into
law by the President, which is the
only guarantee for massive youth
participation in politics.”
CONTINUE ON PAGE 10
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WHEN KARIM
BENZEMA
STEPS OUT

Sports

Karim Benzema is indeed a Real Madrid’s Football
club past, present and future even at the age of 33.
Karim Mostafa Benzema born on December 19,
1987 is a French professional footballer who plays
as a striker for Spanish club, Real Madrid and the
France National team.
A creative forward known for his playmaking and
finishing, Benzema is regarded as one of the best
strikers in the world.
Back in 2009 when the French forward signed from
Lyon, Real Madrid president Florentino Perez’s idea
was that the 21-year-old would become another
legend for the club and today his vision year’s back
is seeing light of the day.
He has long gone past Ronaldo in goals for Madrid,
in fact only Cristiano Ronaldo, Raul, Alfredo di
Stefano and Santillana are ahead of him
Karim Benzema is a Real Madrid legend, with nearly
300 goals for the club across 12 years.
Take a look at what’s happened at Real Madrid In
recent years. If not for Benzema stepping out of the
shadows and into the limelight, the club would be
staring at a full-blown crisis.
Back in the 2017-18 seasons, Benzema wasn’t
exactly having the best time at Madrid.

CONTINUE ON PAGES 16 & 17
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On This Day
In History,
JANUARY 16
2021
American record
producer Phil Spector,
who scored a number of
hits with his unique take
on pop music but who
was later convicted of
second-degree murder,
died at age 80.
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2006
Ellen Johnson Sirleaf,
the first woman to be
elected head of state of
an African country, was
sworn in as president of
Liberia.
1991
The Persian Gulf War,
triggered by Iraq’s
occupation of Kuwait
in August 1990, began
on this day in 1991 with
a U.S.-led air offensive
against Iraq that
continued until a ceasefire was declared on
February 28.
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Ghanaian King Returns To
Gardening Job In Canada
A King of a West African tribe has returned to
Canada to resume his job as a gardener – in order
to raise money to provide healthcare for his new
“subjects”.
After living in Canada for three years with his
wife and small son, he moved back to southern
Ghana to take up his birth right. He said: “It’s
a huge experience. You have to embrace it with
passion.
“It’s something of my heritage, my culture,
and traditions.” But now, the chief of the Akan
tribe, located in the village of Adansi Aboabo No.
2, has returned to the North American country
and taken his old job back.
Moving back to British Columbia, he has
returned to landscaping and gardening in the
town in a bid to raise cash for his 6,000 strong
tribe. Mr Manu told CTV News: “Sometimes we
go to the (job) site and they say,
‘You are the chief. I saw you on TV. “Why are
you doing the landscaping?’ “This is humbleness
you understand. Anytime I’m in Canada, I’m
proud to work for my boss.”
When he first moved his boss, Susan Watson,
started a foundation called To the Moon and
Back, which sent the young King off with a
shipment full of school supplies, clothing,
laptops and medical supplies. The owner of The
Landscape Consultants, she travelled to Ghana
for the ceremony, and said: “They’re beautiful
inside and out and they have absolutely nothing.

“And you come home here and most of us
are miserable and we want something more.”
Grand Canyon tribe fears for its future amid
battle against uranium mining.
The money Mr Manu hopes to raise from his
several month stay in Canada will be invested in
improving healthcare, with the aim of returning
with another shipment of equipment.
Ms Watson added: “The whole village was
quite poor. “The clinic only has a midwife and a
few nurses. There is no doctor on site.”

Two officers with the Los Angeles Police
Department, LAPD, were fired for ignoring
a robbery in progress to play Pokemon Go,
according to recently released court documents.
The men, Louis Lozano and Eric Mitchell,
lost their appeal against “multiple counts of
misconduct” which had in part been based on a
recording of them in the car.
The Digital In-Car Video System, DICVS,
recording “captured [them] wilfully abdicating
their duty to assist a commanding officer’s
response to a robbery in progress and playing
a Pokemon mobile phone game while on duty”.
According to the court documents published
on Friday, the incident occurred on a “busy”
Saturday in April 2017 when a call came in about
a robbery with multiple suspects in progress at
a Macy’s department store.
Instead of responding to the call Lozano and
Mitchell - who a commanding officer spotted in a
police car “tucked back in an alley just feet away”
from the Macy’s - started “to back up down the
alley” away from the robbery.
In an initial investigation the officers
claimed they could not hear the radio, but the
commanding officer then reviewed the DICVS
to “find out what they do on their average day”.
In reviewing the recording it was discovered
that they had heard the radio call and agreed to
ignore the officer responding to it rather than
assist them.

Just minutes later, Lozano and Mitchell
began talking about Pokemon Go and “for
approximately the next 20 minutes, the DICVS
captured [the officers] discussing Pokemon
as they drove to different locations where the
virtual creatures apparently appeared on their
mobile phones”.
During this period the men caught two rare
Pokemon, a Snorlax and a Togetic, although it
is not clear whether the suspects in the robbery
were apprehended by their colleagues.
The DICVS recorded Mitchell exclaiming “got
‘em” after catching the Snorlax, and then saying
“don’t run away, don’t run away” while Lozano
described how he “buried it and ultra-balled” the
Togetic Pokemon.
“The guys are going to be so jealous,” he later
said, before remarking: “I got you a new Pokemon
today, dude.”
The men’s appeal against the termination of
their employment was denied and they were
found to have lied about missing the radio call for
the robbery in progress. It is the latest example
of the augmented reality game potentially
distracting people from their real-world duties.
Researchers have estimated that Pokemon Go
players caused up to $7.3bn (£5.4bn) in costs
across the US in the 148 days after its release.
The study - titled Death by Pokemon Go blamed two deaths on the game and found that
it caused an increase in car accidents.

Simi Extols Adekunle
Gold On 3rd Wedding Police Officers Fired For Ignoring
Robbery In Progress To Play Game
Anniversary
Nigerian music stars Simi and
Adekunle Gold have celebrated their
third wedding anniversary.
The couple took to their Instagram
pages on Thursday, January 13, 2022,
where they celebrated each other on
social media.
“3 years and you’re still the one
I love oooh the one that I belong
tooooo still the one I kiss goodnight. I
love you my boy. I thank you for this
journey. God really working overtime
with us,” Simi wrote.
“A wise man once said ‘luckily oh
mo lowo ti mo fe na’. I look forward
to spending your money and rubbing
your body forever kingofphotoshop.
Amen.”
For Adekunle Gold, their marriage
is the best decision he ever made.
“I thank God for the best 3 years
of our lives. Doing this life journey
with you is by far the best decision I
have ever made. Thank you baby for
changing my life forever. I love you
Magic”, he wrote.
Adekunle Gold and Simi got
married in January 2019 at a private
wedding ceremony.
The couple welcomed their first
child in 2020.
It would be recalled that on the
couple’s second wedding anniversary,
Simi had taken to her Instagram page
to celebrate her husband.
She wrote: “Well, 2 years on
government paper and 7 years since I
gree for you, you lucky man. Through
a pregnancy, with a baby, we’re both
unashamedly obsessed with. Through
a pandemic, it’s still you. I’ve never
had to wonder if you’re in my corner.
“You’re still the best man I know.

You should have been your own
best man (don’t leave me). One of
my favourite things about you is that
you’re a really, really good person. I
like you a lot. I’m so proud to know
you and be your wife. I pray that God
continues to be the foundation of our
marriage and home.”
“I love you Kunle Kosoko. Now,
forever and one extra day, and then
another, and then another, and
then another, ati beębeęlo…Happy
Anniversary Baby. PS: My wedding
was totally the best wedding party
I’ve ever been in my life. Lol”.
Not lacking in words, Adekunle
Gold on his part, recounted their
beautiful grass to grace journey,
as he shared a sweet and intimate
photo of when he first met his wife.
“I look back to the first day I met
you. I had just left the office, so
excited that you had finally given
me the audience to see you. This
local boy put on a white BYC vest
and a pair of new lilac pants bought
specially for the occasion; I even
made sure I was there earlier so I had
front row seats.
“I watched you talk, sing, laugh
and dance and Omo I knew that very
day that I wanted to be in your life.
I knew that day that I wanted my
forever to be you.
“Here we are, all three of us,
talking, dancing, singing, laughing,
and doing this called life together.
With you, I have been blessed with
so much, so much; it’s too much to
count. I love you Simi. Forever your
steward”, he wrote.
Fans have kept praying for the
couple.
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Osinbajo Hails Duke Of Edinburgh
Over Climate Awareness Award
BY CALEB ISHAYA, ABUJA

Vice President Yemi Osinbajo has
commended the recipients of the
International Award for Young
People for their involvement in
promoting awareness on climate
change, mental health and
advocacy against drug abuse.
Osinbajo
gave
this
commendation on Thursday in his
address at the 2021 National Gold
Award Presentation Ceremony at
the State House Banquet Hall,
Abuja.
The International Award for
Young People in Nigeria is the
Nigerian version of the Duke of
Edinburgh’s Award.
The vice president said in the
last 60 years, the award had
impacted on more than one

million young people.
He said the award had also
galvanized more than 180,000
adult volunteers all over the world
including mobilizing young people
to respond to the disruptive
impact of the COVID-19 pandemic
across the globe.
“The award is a long running
initiative of His Royal Highness,
Prince Philip, the Duke of
Edinburgh of Blessed Memory;
His Highness has been described
as one who lived a life of service to
his nation; to the Commonwealth
and to the world at large.
“His personal values of service
shine through the conception
and execution of this programme
and we, in Nigeria, remember

National Leader of the All
Progressives Congress, APC, and
former Lagos State governor, Bola
Tinubu, on Thursday, announced a
donation of N50 million to Zamfara
communities recently attacked by
bandits.
Tinubu announced the donation
after commiserating with Governor
Bello Matawalle in Gusau.
The APC national leader called for
sustained prayers to overcome the
insecurity situation in the state.

PHOTO
OF THE
DAY

“

Traders buying and selling at the
ever busy fruit market in Zuba,
yeserday.
Photo: SABEN Digital

Nigerians, but also honour the
values that the duke represented
in his life time.
According to him, the
achievements that are being
celebrated are of young people,
who despite the challenges, have
also challenged themselves to
make a big difference to themselves
and to their communities.
“The recipients have learnt how
to be responsible to themselves
and their communities by
participating in various voluntary
activities including community
environmental
sanitation,
promoting awareness on climate
change, advocacy on mental health
and drug abuse issues.
“Let me again commend the

awardees for their outstanding
achievements and the leaders,
volunteers, instructors for their
selfless commitment to the success
of young people’’, he said.
The vice president afterwards
conferred the Gold Awards on 44
young recipients.
The Board Chair, International
Award for Young People in Nigeria,
Mr Wale Edun, told State House
correspondents that the Duke
of Edinburgh’s Gold Award was
conferred on 44 youngsters who
were outstanding.
He noted that the awardees
went through the programme
which was of co-curricular, nonformal and out-of-the classroom
education.

Tinubu Donates N50m To Zamfara Victims
BY AHMAD IBRAHIM, GUSAU

Osinbajo

with great fondness, his sense of
humour, kindness, common touch
and his keenness to learn about
other people and cultures remain
evergreen in our memories of him.
“The duke visited Nigeria four
times clearly demonstrating
how important Nigeria has been
or was to him and to his several
programmes even in the area of
conservation.
“Tonight’s ceremony is to
recognize the achievements of
young people who have completed
the Gold Standard of the Duke of
Edinburgh’s International Award’’.
Osinbajo said the event
provided an opportunity to
not only to showcase the
resourcefulness
of
young

“I could offer prayers for the
people from anywhere, but coming
in person is important.
“The enemies of knowledge,
Boko Haram and other criminal
elements will be defeated through
commitment in humanity.
“We pray for the entire country
to be stable and if the enemies
refuse to stop the carnage, we shall
eliminate them.
“We believe in President
Muhammadu Buhari’s ability to
restore law and order and bring back
our country to stability and tracks of

development”, Tinubu said.
He was accompanied on the
visit to Gusau by former Borno
State governor, Senator Kashim
Shettima, former Chairman of the
Economic and Financial Crimes
Commission, EFCC, Malam Nuhu
Ribadu and former APC National
Vice Chairman, South-West, Chief
Pius Akinyelure.
Governor Matawalle, who
received the APC leader, said his
visit would further console the
bereaved communities and the
entire people of the state.

“It is my pleasure to welcome
His Excellency, Senator Bola
Ahmed Tinubu, Jagaban Borgu,
who has spared time out of his
tight commitment to visit the
state to commiserate with our
people over the recent tragic
incident of banditry attacks in
some communities in Anka and
Bukkuyum Local Government
Areas”, Matawalle said
He described the Jagaban
Borgu as a doyen of contemporary
Nigerian politics, a dedicated
leader and a bridge-builder.
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Our mission is to create hard-breaking national
and international news, as it unfolds. We deliver
unparalleled perspectives across multiple
categories including politics, health, entertainment,
education, classy, judiciary, parliament, foreign
affairs, business, sports and more.

Lassa Fever Taking A Fresh Toll
FROM COVER

The major worry about
this disease is that
although the Lassa
virus was first described
over five decades ago
in 1969, no treatments
or vaccines have been
approved to treat or
prevent infection.
So, whereas a cure or
vaccine remains to be
seen, AljazirahNigeria
enjoins all to take
proper care to prevent
Lassa. Prevention of
the infection has so
far been promoting
good
“community
hygiene” to discourage

Who
SAID
What?
IN THE NEWS

We were indoors
grieving and praying
that my husband
will come back alive.
Nobody is telling us
anything. The children
kept asking for their
father’s whereabouts
since he left the house in
November 2021”.
– Patricia Onyema,
wife of one of the
abducted engineers in
Ebonyi State.

rodents from entering
homes: storing grain
and other foodstuff
in
rodent-proof
containers; disposing
of garbage far from
the home; maintaining
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So, whereas a cure
or vaccine remains
to be seen,
AljazirahNigeria
enjoins all to take
proper care to
prevent Lassa.

5

clean households and
keeping cats – all these
pointing to proper
hygiene and cleanliness
which though common,
will go a long way in
preventing Lassa Fever
as well as a host of other
infectious diseases.
We therefore call
on government at all
levels, the Ministry
of Health, the NCDC,
as well as the various
health facilities across
the country to invest in
safety of the health and
life of citizens to ensure
Nigeria overcomes this
wave of Lassa fever.
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Fuel Price Hike:
Sokoto NLC
Resolves To Join
Jan 27 Protest

Nigeria Labour Congress,
NLC, Sokoto State Chapter,
has resolved to join the
planned
January
27
nationwide protest against
fuel price hike
The national headquarters
of the NLC had directed state
chapters to sensitize and
mobilize members on the
proposed protest to oppose a
planned increase in the price
of petrol.
This development followed
a resolution by the State
Executive Council, SEC, of
the union at its meeting
yesterday in Sokoto.
Addressing newsmen after L-R: Deputy Governor of Kogi State, Chief Edward Onoja representing the Governor, His Excellency, Yahaya Bello and barr.
the SEC meeting, the State Moses Okezie Okafor, Director General, Research and Development, Kogi State during the burial of Elder Albert Okafor the
NLC Chairman, Mr Aminu father of Director General of Research and Development, at Ukpor, Anambra State, recently. PHOTO: TYOZENDA TYOAKAA
Umar, said the resolution
was in compliance with
the directive of its national
secretariat.
“The decision of the NLC BY ISMAILA JIMOH, ABUJA
Tuesday, January 10.
the party has shown to them If we want victory during the
national headquarters is
He said they have pictorial in the past by allowing their election, the AMAC boss and
in consideration of the Political group under the
situation of the country’s auspices of APC Concern and audio evidence where the selfish interest to override its his team should be expelled
from the party immediately
economy, as well as security Forum, ACF, has raised alarm AMAC boss was telling his interest.
“That is why we are calling because they are pretending to
challenges.
over the plot by aggrieved supporters to do whatever it
“This has remained a great members led by the incumbent takes to ensure that the APC on the national and state be friends of the party, while
pressure on the masses, AMAC Chairman, Abdullahi chairmanship candidate does leadership of the party to expel they are the real enemies.
“We are raising this alarm
a situation where it has Candido, to scuttle the party’s not emerge victorious during Candido and his team, because
if
this
is
not
done,
we
cannot
the
election.
so
that the FCT and national
become very hard for an victory during the February 12
According to Jonah, Candido guarantee the victory of the leadership of the party will be
chairmanship
election.
average citizen to sustain
aware of his plans along with his
The group therefore called made it emphatically clear to party during the election.
his house not to talk of other
his supporters that the fight
“Candido is bent on supporters.
on
the
leadership
of
the
party
responsibilities.
against the party is a victory sabotaging the party during the
“We have evidence where
“Therefore, SEC in Sokoto to quickly expel the outgoing they must achieve, noting that election as he has put in place they were telling Murtala
State has unanimously chairman before he carries out if his candidate does not get plans and modalities that his Karshi’s supporters not to vote
agreed and supported the the aforementioned plot.
The group’s coordinator, the position, no other APC supporters would use to make for the APC during the election.
decision of the NLC at the Comrade
it possible by pretending to be
“This
is
completely
Joseph Jonah, at a candidate will get it.
national level that no retreat press briefing yesterday, said
Jonah stressed that this is working for the party while they unacceptable and action
no surrender come January the meeting to work against nothing but complete sabotage are working for the opposition. needs to be taken by the
27, we will all come out to the party by Candido and to the extent that they are bent
“We have our facts on how party leadership to stop this
protest.
his supporters took place on on throwing away the love that they are planning the sabotage. sabotage”, Jonah said.
“So, I want to use these
medium to serve as an
invitation to the leadership
of our various unions
including market women and
that all evidence in court imprisonment without an Ashimolowo
obtained
men to join us in this fight Abeokuta Magistrate Court proved beyond reasonable option of fine.
N420,000
from
one
sitting
in
Isabo
yesterday
for survival”, he said.
Earlier the Prosecutor, Oloyode Mariam under
doubt that the convict was
sentenced
a
47-year-old
On the motorcycle loan
ASP Olakunle Shonibare, false pretence to solve her
Olaniyan Ashimolowo, guilty of the charges.
to state civil servants, Umar man,
Somefun,
thereafter, told the court that the spiritual problem.
to four years imprisonment
said SEC had resolved to for defrauding a woman of sentenced Ashimolowo, convict committed the
He added that the
share the 980 motorcycles N420,000.
who had pleaded guilty offences on April 14, 2021 offences
contravened
already received from the
The Magistrate, Mrs to a three-count charge at Oke-ilewo, Kuto in Sections, 516, 419, and
contractors to workers.
390(9) of the Criminal Code
Olajumoke Somefun, noted of conspiracy, fraud and Abeokuta.
Shonibare
said of Ogun State 2006.
“Also resolved was to share
stealing, to four years
the remaining balance of the
money to civil servants as
soft loans, considering the
rate of inflation on the price
of motorcycles.
“We will plead with BY ABDUL SALAUDEEN, ILORIN
The sector commander
Owoade
informed reports of accident on
Governor Aminu Tambuwal
the
luggage
AljazirahNigeria that the highways, said the injured said
Commander, victims of the accident persons sustained varying recovered at the scene of
to allow the NLC to do so Sector
in order to put the matter Federal Road Safety which occurred at about degrees of injury such as the accident were handed
FRSC, 2.35pm, included two fracture and bruises.
to rest as it is long-long Commission,
over to the police at AjaseJonathan Owoade, has males, two females and
overdue”, he added.
The
two
vehicles Ipo division.
The NLC chairman, confirmed the death of two female children.
involved in the fatal crash
He disclosed that those
however,
congratulated six persons in a fatal auto
He attributed the cause were a grey colour private injured were taken to
the entire workforce, crash on Thursday.
of the crash to speed Peugeot 406 saloon car Offa General Hospital
The incident occurred at violation and wrong registered RBC 424 DW for medical attention,
government and people
of the state, as well as Falokun village on Offa- overtaking.
and a blue colour Mazda while the corpses were
Owoade, who expressed 323 car with registration deposited at the hospital’s
the governor on his 56th Ajase-Ipo highway in
Kwara South Senatorial sadness over the frequent number BWR 590 BJ.
mortuary.
birthday anniversary.
District.

APC Support Group Calls For Expulsion Of AMAC Chairman

Man Bags 4yrs Jail Term For N420,000 Fraud

6 Die In Kwara Auto Crash

How We
Performed In
2021- Ondo NSCDC
Commandant
Ondo State Commandant
of the Nigeria Security
and Civil Defence Corps,
NSCDC, Dr Hammed
Abodunrin, said yesterday
that the outfit handled no
fewer than 1,725 cases in
2021.
Abodunrin made this
known to newsmen in
Akure while reviewing
the command’s activities
in 2021, adding that
284,540 litres of illegal
petroleum products were
also recovered.
He also said nine trucks
were impounded alongside
four wooden boats from
the coastal area of the
state.
According to him, 124
suspects engaged in oil
bunkering were arrested
by the intelligence and
investigation department
and 20 of the cases are still
pending in courts.
“19 suspects were
arrested for illegal dealing
on petroleum products, 17
for malicious damage of
farmlands and 10 suspects
for illegal mining activities.
“Eight suspects were
arrested over stolen
prepaid meters and two
private guard companies
were sealed for illegal
operations.
“Others arrested were
12 suspects for robbery,
12 for missing child, 27
suspects for sexual assault/
rape, five suspects for child
trafficking and three for job
racketeering”, he said.
Abodunrin said the antihuman trafficking, irregular
migration and gender unit
handled 185 cases during
the year.
According to him, 140
arrests were made with
four of the cases transferred
to NAPTIP and two
transferred to the Ministry
of Women Affairs, while 157
were settled.
He said the command
was able to use Alternative
Dispute Resolution, ADR,
to resolve 305 cases in the
year.
“We conducted some
training in 2021 to enhance
the capacity of personnel
in discharging their duties
effectively,
including
firefighting and prevention
training aimed at upscaling
their skills in fire prevention.
“There
was
also
management staff training
to upscale their strategic
leadership and professional
skills, anti-fraud training
for personnel aimed
at equipping them to
handle
cybercrime
and other related vices
professionally”, he said.
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Boko Haram
Invades Nigeria
Police Mobile
Training School
Kidnap several instructors
No officer kidnapped – Police

BY DAUDA ISMAIL

Boko Haram insurgents have on Thursday
invaded the Police Mobile Training School
in the Limankara Gwoza Local Government
Area of Borno State abducting many people
including several instructors in the process.
According to top security reporter,
Zagazola, “Boko Haram terrorists have
abducted an unspecified number of
mobile policemen at The Police Mobile
Training School in Limankara Gwoza
Local Government Area of Borno State,
the hometown of the Chairman Senate
Committee on Army, Senator Ali Ndume”.
“It was gathered that the insurgents
attacked the training school at about 8:22
pm on Thursday January 13 with gun trucks,
shot sporadically and into the air before
kidnapping the Police instructors”.
“The training school is located twenty-five
kilometers from Gwoza town. It is a border
town between Borno and Madagali LGA of
Adamawa State”.
Also, more facts have emerged on how
bandits invaded communities in Shiroro
Local Government Area of Niger State, killing
no fewer than 13 people in an attack that
took place during the day at Nakundna and
Wurukuchi on Tuesday.
The attack happened in spite of the ongoing
security operations in some parts of Shiroro
and other terrorist-infested local government
areas of the State.
However, Niger State Police Command has
warned the media against the announcement
of what it called “outrageous number of
casualties without verification”, saying that it
will cause panic in the minds of the populace.
The command’s Public Relations Officer,
DSP Wasiu Abiodun, said 13 persons were
killed and not 37 as reported in the media.
He said suspected bandits/terrorists
attacked some villagers who were harvesting
crops on their farm at Nakundna village near
Kaure in Shiroro LGA.
This attack came less than two weeks after
bandits attacked workers on Zungeru Dam,
killing two persons and kidnapping three
Chinese expatriates.
Some of the residents told our
correspondents that they could not call for
immediate security interventions due to
the shutdown of mobile telecommunication
networks in the area to aid the ongoing
security operations after the attack on
workers on Zungeru Dam.
The Chairman, Shiroro Local Government
Area, Suleiman Dauda Chukuba, who
confirmed the attack, however, did not have

the exact number of casualties.
You would recall that there have been
several attacks on security formations
especially the Nigeria Police formations
across the country even the FCT sub-urban
and those at the border communities of
Niger, Kogi, Kaduna and Nasarawa States. In
recent times, especially in 2021 many police
formations were under attack by bandits,
terrorist and men of the underworld who shut
to kill officers and men without provocation
and even torch their police stations, break
custodian facilities and set free many of their
gang members.
A 2021 intelligence report widely published
revealed that at least 322 police officers have
been killed in the last one year. From police
internal documents, some of which were
directly transmitted from the Office of the
Inspector-General of Police, and different
media reports.
This medium documented attack on police
formations from March 2021 to date for want
of space only few will be stated
While this report does not include all
cases of attacks on police, it highlights some
specific details such as names of officers killed
and firearms stolen.
On March 10, officers attached to J-C Best
International School in Abuja were attacked
by armed robbers. We learned that the team
of five officers was led by Inspector Ishaya
Iliya.
One of the officers, Sergeant Kefas
Habila, was hacked with a machete in the
security room while his AK 47 rifle, number
S6/25037158, was taken away. However, the
police immediately swung into action. They
recovered the gun and arrested four suspects.
On September 26, hoodlums attacked police
officers attached to Onipanu Division, Lagos

“

One of the officers,
Sergeant Kefas
Habila, was hacked
with a machete in the
security room while
his AK 47 rifle, number
S6/25037158, was taken
away.

Usman
State Police Command, and carted away an
AK-47 rifle 804611 with 30 rounds of live
ammunition.
A source told this medium that the police
team comprises Nasiru Azeez, an assistant
superintendent of police, and Inspector Atari
Friday, who sustained an injury to the head.
In the same vein, the South-east zone of
Nigeria witnessed so many attacks on Police
formations in that part of the country leading
to arsons, killing of personnel, carting away
arms and ammunitions to the height that
some Police officers died while many relocated
their families and others applied for a transfer
or sick leave. The situation in the South-east
was close to a situation of war as no day passed
without news of Police stations being attacked
by unknown gunmen. In all the states in the
South-east nowhere was spared. From Imo,
Ebony, Anambra, Abia and Enugu there were
reports of attacks against police formations
and stations almost on a daily basis.
Meanwhile, the Borno State Police
command has however denied reports that
some policemen were abducted by the Islamic
State in West Africa Province, ISWAP, at the
Mobile Police Training School in Limankara,
Gwoza Local Government Area of the state.
Mr Audu Umar, the state Commissioner
of Police disclosed this when he spoke with
the News Agency of Nigeria on Friday in
Maiduguri, saying that the report claiming
that an unspecified number of policemen were
abducted at the school was fake news.
He added that all the 13 policemen at the
school were safe and in good conditions as
they successfully thwarted the terrorists’
attack. He further stressed that the command
did not lose personnel or weapons during the
attack.
The Borno Mobile Police Training attacks
are coming barely five weeks after the
Department of State Security, DSS, vowed
to crush sponsors of terrorism, banditry
and kidnapping in the country. Speaking
at a media briefing in Abuja, Spokesman of
DSS, Dr. Peter Afunanya, said sponsors of
criminalities in the country have crossed the
red line and must be crushed.
“Let me reiterate at this juncture that
those who sponsor kidnapping, banditry,
terrorism, insurgency and all kinds of attacks
on security agents, civilians and vulnerable
populations should have a rethink. These
persons, whether in the North or South, know
themselves. There is no doubt that they have

crossed the red line and it is now time to crush
them”, he reiterated.
“While it has become expedient to issue
these warnings and advisories, the service
maintains that it will not hesitate to deal,
in accordance with the law, with those who
may wish to test its resolve in ensuring internal
security and national stability before, during and
after the Yuletide.
“For those that wish to, they must note that
nemesis and the long hands of the law will
definitely catch up with them. For emphasis, no
one, no matter how highly placed, will be allowed
to take laws into his or her hands”, he added.
The DSS had then warned the public to be
mindful of groups and individuals desirous of
causing a breakdown of law and order in the
country. “This is more so that the service has
observed that some persons who are desperately
seeking for power use wrong and skewed
narratives to not only mislead citizens but
overheat the polity. Already, they are exploiting
and politicising the issue of insecurity in parts
of the country for pecuniary and other selfish
reasons. Many simply want to use the situation
to cause divisions among citizens, seek cheap
popularity and/or present the country as
ungovernable.
“The service, therefore, warns that those who
are involved in these should desist from such
destabilising acts. It also enjoins politicians to
play by the rule and avoid statements or activities
capable of inflaming the fires of division and
violence prior to 2023 elections. Opinion
moulders like the clergy, religious and traditional
rulers are also to guard their utterances and
avoid inciting pronouncements”, he warned.
The DSS had further added that, “As schools
vacate and students return home for holidays,
there is likelihood that subversive gangs will
target them for recruitment for undesirable
intents. These may include but are not
limited to financial crimes, armed robbery,
civil disobedience and violent protests,
substance abuse, banditry and kidnapping.
In this respect, parents and guardians are
advised to be watchful of their children and
wards and ensure that they do not engage in
unlawful acts”.
A respondent who simply gave his name
as Abubakar said the blame for the current
spate of insecurity should, “not go to any
other than the federal government and its
security agencies that have consistently kept
the masses in the dark while the criminals
continue to hold sway”.
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Each colorful, embroidered cape is customized and meticulously stitched as per the precise measurement of the camel to ensure a perfect fit. (Supplied)

Female Owners Showcase Camels At Festival

Female camel owners last week had
the chance, for the first time ever, to
showcase their animals in a camel
beauty contest at the annual King
Abdulaziz Camel Festival in Saudi
Arabia. But they were not the only
women to play a prominent role at
the event; others contributed by
providing the impressive accessories
that helped the camels catch the
eyes of the judges.
Noura
Al-Ghannam,
for
example, is the owner of Safayef, a
company that specializes in making
customized camel capes, covers,
necklaces and other accessories.
“I started my business two years
ago, in 2019, but a year before that
we studied the local market and the
problems in traditional products
and how they are limited”, she told
the media.
She came to the conclusion that
traditional capes for camels were
very plain and simple and lacked
style, so she decided to brighten
them up with the addition of
colorful embroidery and by offering
a variety of fabrics. The name of
the business, Safayef, refers to
the decoration made from woolen
threads that appears on the camel
accessories.
“I realized that we need different
fabrics for camel capes that are
suitable for winter and summer, and
some are only suitable for formal
occasions”, Al-Ghannam said. “We
also work on necklaces and medals.”
Sewing has been one of her
passions since a very young age,
she added.
“I loved embroidering and adding
accessories on fabrics, and while
most designers tend to design
traditional clothes, I wanted to differ
from them and decorate camels, as I
have an interest in them,” she said.

One of the challenges she faced
in setting up her business was the
bespoke nature of the accessories
she provides, which require precise
measurements to ensure they
perfectly fit the camel they are made
for.
“One of the reasons why we
don’t have a retail store is because
these clothes are specially tailored
and customized for one camel at a
time,” Al-Ghannam said. “When

we get an order we have to take the
measurements of the camel so it can
fit the clothes perfectly.
“One of the biggest challenges
that we had was taking the
measurements for a camel. However,
after a year of working with camels,
we overcame the problem and now
it has become easier to do so.”
Al-Ghannam said she wants
to expand her business to all Gulf
countries and aspires to it becoming

the leading specialist brand for
camel accessories.
Her clients include camel
owners and the organizers of camel
festivals, and she revealed that she
also receives many requests for
horse accessories.
“I know many horse owners want
accessories for their horses,” she
said. “However, Safayef is a business
specializing in camel accessories
only, and in any business, it is very

important to focus on what you do
best.”
Al-Ghannam noted that when she
started her business, she contacted
the Kingdom’s Camel Club and
explained her business plans. They
welcomed her with open arms, she
added, and this year she participated
in the King Abdulaziz Camel Festival
for the first time by providing flags,
necklaces, scarves and embroidered
covers.

Qatari, Omani, Kuwaiti, Bahraini Forces To Attend GCC Security Exercise

Security forces from Qatar, Oman,
Kuwait and Bahrain arrived Saudi
Arabia on Thursday to take part
in a joint tactical exercise of Gulf
Cooperation Council, GCC, member
states.
First to arrive was a contingent
from the Royal Oman Police,
commanded by Colonel Salim
Mubarak Al Abrawi.
The Qatari force, which came on

board a Boeing C-17 Globemaster
military cargo plane, is commanded
by Major Yousef Al-Hamad.
Kuwait’s
contingent
is
commanded by Brigadier-General
Abdullah Al-Ateeqi, who explained
that the exercise is aimed at “raising
the level of coordination and field
cooperation” among the GCC states.
Bahrain’s team arrived in a
motorcade through the King Fahd

Causeway, which connects Saudi
Arabia’s eastern city of Alkhobar to
the island nation.
UAE’s security forces arrived the
Kingdom on Wednesday.
Arab Gulf Security 3 will take
place this month in Dammam in the
Eastern Province, the Saudi Defense
Ministry has said.
In a statement carried earlier
by the Saudi Press Agency, SPA,

the Saudi Ministry of Interior on
Tuesday said “the exercise aims to
strengthen the bonds of cooperation
between the Gulf Cooperation
Council countries in the security field
and raise the level of coordination
and the degree of readiness of the
security services to confront crises
and emergencies and to address all
threats and risks to the Arabian Gulf
region”.

Aramco Investors Miss Funding Goal With $2.5bn Bond Sale

Group of institutional investors that
took a stake in Saudi Aramco’s oil
pipelines network sold $2.5 billion
in dual-tranche amortising bonds
on Thursday, significantly below the
amount sought, a bank document
showed.
Amid turbulent debt markets, final
spreads were unchanged from initial
guidance, with the deal drawing around
$5 billion in orders, according to the
document.
A separate bank document had
shown that the investors, via EIG Pearl
Holdings, were seeking to raise $3.5-4.4
billion.
“Investment grade deals are getting
difficult in light of market conditions,”

a banker away from the deal said.
“Even the Coca Cola bond deal
struggled,” he added, referring to CocaCola Icecek, the soft drinks Turkish
bottler, which sold $500 million
in sustainability-linked bonds on
Thursday, according to fixed income
news service IFR.
Global debt markets have been
rattled by the US Federal Reserve’s
indications of a faster run of interest
rate hikes and stimulus withdrawal,
with the resulting rise in borrowing
costs leaving investors more reluctant
to lend to companies until the picture
is clearer.
EIG Pearl Holdings sold $1.25 billion
in a tranche maturing in 14-1/2 to

15 years at 185 basis points over US
Treasuries and $1.25 billion in paper
maturing in 24-1/2 to 25 years at 235
bps over USTs.
The tranches are expected to have
a weighted average life of 10.2 to 10.7
years and between 23-1/2 and 24 years,
respectively. Final maturities and the
amortisation schedule are expected later
on Thursday, the document said.
In June, 2021 a consortium led by
US-based EIG Global Energy Partners
bought 49 percent of the Aramco Oil
Pipelines Company from Saudi Aramco,
which retains a 51 percent stake.
As part of the deal, Aramco
agreed a 25-year lease and leaseback
arrangement with the pipelines group.

The bonds are being issued through
EIG Pearl Holdings, in which investors
led by EIG control an 89.45 percent
stake, with the remainder held by Abu
Dhabi sovereign wealth fund Mubadala
Investment Company.
The EIG-led group includes China’s
state-owned Silk Road Fund, Saudi
Arabia’s Hassana, the investment arm of
the kingdom’s largest pension fund, and
Korea’s Samsung Asset Management.
The bonds will partly refinance a
$10.8 billion loan that backed the
pipeline deal. Sources said previously
that the loan would be refinanced
across two or three bond deals and that
the first bond issue would likely raise
around $4 billion.
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Prominent Saudi businesswoman Aghareed Ehsan Abduljawad

Aghareed Clinches Eastern Province Chamber Board

Prominent Saudi businesswoman,
Aghareed Ehsan Abduljawad has
been elected to the Board of Directors
of the Chamber of Commerce and
Industry in the Eastern Province,
Asharqia Chamber.
This is the first time a Saudi woman
was elected to the nine-member Board
of Directors of Asharqia Chamber.
Aghareed thanked the business
community in the Eastern Province
for the trust reposed on her. “You
have been instrumental in opening
a new phase through electing me as
the first woman in Asharqia Chamber
board. We can continue to work to
support the march of our beloved
nation toward a bright future,” she
said in a statement on her Twitter
account, adding: “Thank you all, you
are the change and you are the one
who draws the future”.
Aghareed is the daughter of a
well-known business leader, Ehsan
Abduljawad, who is also a former
member of Shoura Council and
Chairman of the Board of Abduljawad
Holding Co. She served as chairperson
of the board of directors of Tamkean
Arabia, a real estate development
company, and financial manager of
Abduljawad Holding Co.
Aghareed scored the second
highest number of votes among the
elected members, obtaining 5,026
votes. Hamad Hamoud Al-Hammad
bagged the highest number of 5,464
votes. Nasser Abdulaziz Al-Ansari
came third with 5000 votes. Other
elected members are Saad Fadl AlBuainain, 4864 votes, Nasser Rashid
Al-Hajri, 4614, Hamad Muhammad
Al-Khalidi, 4382, Hamad Muhammad
Al-Boali, 4168, Muhammad Abdul
Mohsen Al-Rashed, 3632, and Fahd
Bin Hazal Al-Mutairi, 1722.
The
election
supervising
committee announced results of the

polling held at the 19th session of
the Board of Directors for the period
of 1443-1447 AH after the end of
the voting process on Wednesday
through the electronic voting system.
There were 18 candidates in the fray

to nine seats for which elections were
held and more than 16,000 male and
female voters had cast their votes.
The committee disqualified one
candidate for the violations of the
rules contained in Article 20 of

the executive regulations of the
Chambers of Commerce Law. The
Ministry of Commerce, in accordance
with the new Chambers of Commerce
Law and its executive regulations,
supervises the elections to boards

of directors of the chambers of
commerce and industry in various
regions of the Kingdom with the
aim of enhancing transparency and
raising the efficiency of chambers’
performance.

IATA Renews Academy Of Civil Aviation’s Accreditation

Saudi Academy of Civil Aviation,
affiliated with the General Authority of
Civil Aviation, has received a certificate
renewing its accreditation at the
International Air Transport Association,
IATA, in its capacity as an Accredited
Training Center, ATC.
The academy stressed that this
achievement reflects Saudi Arabia’s
status in the civil aviation field at the
international level and represents
an extension for the international
accreditations it has received, in addition

to being a culmination of its professional
work and outcomes in the training field.
The accreditation was received after
the academy completed all international
requirements and conditions, which
will enable it to organize international
training courses and contribute to
granting academy trainers internationally
accredited certificates, in addition to
accrediting the academy trainers at IATA.
The academy stressed that it has realized
one of its strategic goals of assuming a
scientific and international sustainable

status among its prestigious peers.
The academy has recently received
the accreditation of the Airports Council
International ACI-ATI as the second
training center in the world after the
training center of Munich, Germany,
won a seat at the global training
center affiliated with the International
Civil Aviation Organization, ICAO,
and received the accreditation of the
International Fire Service Accreditation
Congress, IFSAC, to develop workers’
performance in fire stations at all the

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia’s airports.
The academy in 2021 managed to
develop the performance of big number
of affiliates to the air transport after
allocating more than 10,000 training
seats for specialized courses that aimed at
increasing the operational efficiency and
the level of security and safety at various
airports, and succeeded in graduating 92
students who were qualified to join the
labour market in the specializations of
safety and operations of airports, and
firefighting and rescue.

King Appoints Essam As Minister
Custodian of the Two Holy
Mosques, King Salman has issued
a number of royal decrees to make
appointments and replacements
in government bodies mainly the
Council of Ministers and the Royal
Court.
The King appointed Dr Essam
Bin Saeed as minister of state and
member of the Cabinet for Shoura
Council Affairs, along with holding
his current duties. Muhammad Abu
Saq, minister of state and member
of the Cabinet for Shoura Council
Affairs was relieved of his position.
Abu Saq has been appointed advisor
of the Royal Court with the rank of
a minister.
In another royal decree, King
Salman appointed Ahmed Kattan
as advisor of the Royal Court with
the rank of minister.

Other appointments were that of
Dr Saleh Al-Qahtani as Chairman
of the Board of Directors of the
Royal Clinics with the rank of a
minister and Dr Munir Al-Desouki
as President of King Abdulaziz City

for Science and Technology with the
rank of a minister.
Royal decrees were also issued
to appoint Abdullah Al-Owais as
deputy head of the Presidency of
State Security with the rank of a

minister, Eng. Ammar Naqadi as
deputy minister of economy and
planning in the excellent rank, and
Suleiman Al-Obaid, as assistant
minister of economy and planning
in the excellent rank.

NEOM Is World’s First Renewable Energy Powered City – CEO
CEO of NEOM Company, Nadhmi
Al-Nasr, said it is the first city in the
world that relies entirely on renewable
energy despite the challenges it
faces as it is a new area and without
previous experiences.
He made the remarks while
addressing the Future Minerals
Forum.
Al-Nasr underscored that NEOM
has great ambitions thanks to the
immense presence of technological
capabilities and innovation, saying
that this makes it a leading example

in harmony with the environment and
completely dependent on clean energy.
“The mining industry is not only
a safe industry but it can also be a
leading industry that leads renewable
and clean energy projects. NEOM
has four leading sectors revolving
around research, technology, artificial
intelligence and renewable energy,” he
said while calling on partners around
the world to work together in the
mining industry.
Al-Nasr said NEOM focuses on
the digital aspect as it is a pioneering

sector, and has made tremendous
digital achievements over the past
months. The digital advancement has
transformed the mining industry and
made it ready to be a clean industry.
He praised the qualitative leaps
achieved by NEOM city in terms of
advancements in technology and
innovations as well as in attracting
and creating a chain of green supplies
for mining, starting from the mine
through manufacturing to export,
in a way achieving sustainability in
addition to green hydrogen.
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4 Students Of
University Of
Lafia Abducted By
Gunmen

Nwosu’s Arrest:
Call Uzodimma
To Order, NANS
Urges Buhari

The Federal University of
Lafia (FULafia), Nasarawa
State, has confirmed the
abduction of four students of
the institution by gunmen.
Mr Abubakar Ibrahim,
Head of Information and
Public Relations Unit of the
university, confirmed this in
a statement made available to
newsmen on Friday in Lafia.
Ibrahim said that the
students were kidnapped
at Mararraba, a community
close to the institution’s
campus, on Thursday,
January 13, atbout 11.30
p.m.
The head of Information
said Prof. Shehu AbdulRahman, the Vice Chancellor,
VC, of the university, had
expressed shock at the
unfortunate development
and condemned it in strong
terms.
Ibrahim quoted the VC
as saying kidnapping of
students constitute a threat
to education in the country
and demanded for the
unconditional and immediate
release of the victims.
In the statement, the VC
on behalf of the university
authorities
expressed
sympathy with the families
of the students and assured
them that serious effort was
being made to ensure their
quick rescue.
The Vice Chancellor,
Ibrahim said, has since visited
the area where the students
were kidnapped for on the
spot assessment and a formal
report of the incident had
been made to the police.
The spokesperson further
called on the students of the
institution to remain calm
and go about their normal
activities at the campuses of
the university.
When contacted, the
Police Public Relations
Officer, PPRO, in the state,
Ramhan Nansel, confirmed
that the management of the
institution had reported the
matter to the command.

BY CHIKA MEFOR-NWACHUKWU

L-R: Mrs Nadia Soso, Muhammed Head Special duties FMHA DMSD, Permanent Secretary Ministry of Humanitarian Affairs,
Disaster Management and Social Development Alh Bashir Nura Alkali represented the Minister and National Coordinator NISP,
Egr. Usaman Bindir during the Flag off of Master Trainer for the Leed Trainers for Life Skill, Foundation Skill and Entrepreneur
Trainer at Sandralia Hotel, Jabi, Abuja, yesterday.
PHOTO: TYOZENDA TYOAKAA

‘Terrorists Killed Over 30 Of
Our Vigilantes In Taraba’
BY BEN ADAJI, JALINGO

Miyetti Allah Cattle Breeders
Association in Taraba State
said over 30 members of its
vigilante group were killed by
terrorists in an ambush near
Karel village in Gasol Local
Government Area on January
11.
Chairman of the association
in the North-East, Alhaji
Mafindi Danburam, also
revealed that several bodies
of the victims were yet to be
recovered from the bush.
He disclosed that over 50
Fulani vigilantes on January
11 mobilized themselves and
went into the forest near
Karel village to flush out the
bandits that have been killing
and kidnapping the people
but were ambushed.

The
chairman
told
AljazirahNigeria in an
interview in Jalingo on
Thursday that terrorists
who fled from Zamfara and
Katsina States have taken
over many forests and have
established their camps
in Gasol and Bali Local
Government Areas.
Danburan explained that
the vigilante set up by the
association has been in
the forefront in fighting
kidnappers and cattle rustlers
for the past six months.
He disclosed that the
Fulani vigilante group was
set up following the quit
notice issued by the Emir of
Muri, Alhaji Abbas Tafida to
criminal elements to move
out of Taraba early last
year, adding that the group

was inaugurated by police
Commissioner in August.
The Fulani leader further
narrated that the vigilantes
arrested over 47 suspected
kidnappers in their hideout
and also recovered many
sophisticated
weapons
including AK-47 riffles since
their inauguration.
According to him, the
suspects arrested and weapons
recovered were all handed over
to the police and the suspects
were charged to various courts
for prosecution.
Danburan also disclosed
that the Fulani security outfit
flushed out many kidnappers
from their camps in Mayo
Kam and Zodai in Bali Local
Government Area.
“The group were on a
mission to flush out bandits

from their camp in Karal
village near Gassol town on
January 11 but unfortunately,
they were ambushed and
more than 30 of them were
killed while several others are
still missing.
“The terrorists are all from
Zamfara and Katshina. They
entered Gassol from Wase
area in Plateau State and
have taken over the forests in
Gassol area and established
their camp where they keep
those they kidnapped and
herds of cattle they rustled”,
he said.
He said if urgent security
measures are not taken,
Taraba will soon be turned
into another Zamfara because
hundreds of terrorists have
relocated into many forests
in the state.

2023 Election: Over 40 Million Youth Are Better Informed- YPP
FROM COVER PAGE

“In a country as large and
heterogeneous as Nigeria,
young people come from all
walks of life and have different
experiences, but they also share
some important commonalities
ranging from the devastating
effects of the high rate of

insecurity, unemployment and
poverty.
“These commonalities have
driven Nigerian youths to a point
of convergence where we are
ready to massively overwhelm
the system with our votes
while strategically identifying
transformational leaders at all
levels and supporting the same

through crowd funding as that is
the only way we can be liberated
from the stronghold of failed and
transactional leaders.”
Amakin noted that the
Ballot Revolution Campaign of
the Young Progressives Party
started immediately after the
2019 elections with massive
mobilization in all the 36 States

of the Federation and the FCT.
“Nigeria youths have
massively keyed into this
campaign with ongoing
grassroots mobilization that
will disrupt the political system
come 2023 as we are currently
engaging critical stakeholders
and building consensus to
ensure victory,” he Said.

CHANGE OF NAME

TAOFEEK

Sule

I, formerly known and addressed as MADINAT ABDULRAZAQ
IBRAHIM, now wish to be known and addressed as
MADINAT MOTUNRAYO TAOFEEK. All former documents
remain valid. The general public should please take note.
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National Association of
Nigerian Students, NANS,
has
urged
President
Muhammadu Buhari to call
the Imo State Governor,
Hope Uzodimma to order
over his ‘high handedness
and gross tyranny”.
Senate President of
the association, Comrade
Chunks Okafor, who made
the call at a press briefing in
respect of the recent arrest
of Comrade Uche Nwosu by
the police, stated that the
governor who clamps down
on citizens and leaders
of the state is creating a
dysfunctional society and if
nothing is done fast, he will
end up destroying Imo.
“It is no longer news
that Nwosu, a former
gubernatorial candidate
in the 2019 election, came
under attack in a church
while undertaking the
funeral rites of his late
mother. The attack initially
was suspected to be a kidnap
because of the gestapo style
employed by the policemen.
“In an effort to douse
tension,
the
police
shamefully
claimed
responsibility. Confirmed
sources has it that the
policemen came from the
Government House to carry
out the dastardly act.
“We have watched
with disdain the way
and manner in which
Uzodimma has conducted
himself as governor, it will
be correct to say that he is
running governance with
high handedness and gross
tyranny”, he said.
Besides, he lamented
that kidnapping, attack
and scores of killings have
suddenly become a regular
occurrence in the state
since he assumed office as
governor.
“Not too long ago, he
sent the same police to
unlawfully harass and
humiliate Owelle Rochas
Okorocha. They handcuffed
him, paraded him on the
streets on the order of the
governor just to score cheap
political points. We stand by
Okorocha”, he said.
While thanking the
Inspector-General
of
Police, IGP, for conducting
immediate investigation
into the unlawful kidnap
and attack of Nwosu,
Okafor urged him to beef
up security on the Okorocha
and Nwosu families to
avoid attacks by “unknown
gunmen”.
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WWII Soldier’s Long-Lost
Letter To His Widow Delivered

A World War II soldier’s letter
home was delivered to his
widow in Massachusetts 76
years after it was mailed from
Germany.
The U.S. Postal Service said
John Gonsalves’ letter to his
mother turned up in late
December at a processing
and distribution facility in
Pennsylvania, sparking a
search for the U.S. Army
sergeant’s family.
Gonsalves’ mother, the
intended recipient of the
then-22-year-old’s letter,
was found to be long dead,
and Gonsalves died in 2015.
The USPS was able to find
Angelina “Jean” Gonsalves,
the sergeant’s widow, living
in Woburn, Mass.
Gonsalves said receiving
the 76-year-old letter and

reading her late husband’s
words from a time before
they had even met was
emotional.
“I love it. I love it. When I
think it’s all his words, I can’t
believe it. It’s wonderful.
And I feel like I have him
here with me, you know”?
Angelina Gonsalves told
WBZ-TV.
The letter arrived with a
handwritten note from USPS
employees.
“We are uncertain where
this letter has been for the
past seven-plus decades,
but it arrived at our facility
approximately six weeks ago.
“Due to the age and
significance to your family
history ... delivering this letter
was of utmost importance to
us”, the letter reads.

Sea Lion Rescued From San Diego
Highway, Miles From The Ocean
Police and animal rescuers
responded to a San Diego
highway where a sea lion was
spotted attempting to cross
the road several miles from
the nearest shoreline.
The California Highway
Patrol said 911 dispatchers
started receiving calls about
9:40 a.m. Friday last week
about a sea lion attempting to
cross Route 94, near Route 15.
The CHP said several cars
stopped in the roadway and
bystanders directed traffic to
allow the sea lion to cross to
the centre divide.
CHP officers arrived
on the scene and kept the
animal safe from traffic while
awaiting a rescue team from
Sea World.
Jeni Smith, a supervisor
with the rescue program at
Sea World San Diego, said
the sea lion was several miles
from the ocean. She said it is

rare to see such an animal so
far from the water.
“We got in our truck
immediately and rushed
down to ensure that the
sea lion wasn’t hit by a car,”
Smith told the San Diego
Union-Tribune. “Being on the
freeway is very, very unsafe
for a sea lion.”
Smith said rescuers aren’t
sure how the sea lion ended
up at the highway, but they
believe it may be the same
animal spotted elsewhere
recently.
“It does fit the description
of an animal we have gotten
reports about that - he’s been
in some precarious areas, but
they’ve all been next to the
water.”
Smith said the sea lion
was being taken to Sea
World for examination and
rehabilitation for an eventual
release.

Chinese Man Sells Kidney To Buy iPhone

Xiao Wang was only 17 years
old when he decided to sell
one of his kidneys in order to
buy the iPhone 4 he couldn’t
otherwise afford. After the
operation Wang was told he
was going to have a normal
life with just one kidney, but
almost eight years on, the
24-year-old is permanently
disabled and dependent on
dialysis.
Back in 2011, the iPhone
4 was Apple’s flagship
smartphone and a status
symbol at Xiao Wang’s school
in Chengzhou, China.
However, he came from
a poor family who couldn’t
afford to buy him the trendy
gadget, so he decided to sell
one of his healthy organs
in order to get his hands on
enough money to buy the
coveted device.
With help from a
middleman, Wang got in

touch with shady characters
who specialized in trading
organs on the black market
and agreed to sell one of
his kidneys for 22,000 yuan
($3,200), more than enough
to buy the iPhone 4 he so
badly desired.
Unfortunately, this foolish
decision would completely
ruin his life.
The 17-year-old figured
that he only needed one of
his kidneys to survive and the
dubious doctor he met before
the operation confirmed that
he would be able to lead a
normal life with just one of
his organs.
The procedure was carried
out in an illegal hospital
in Chenzou, and even
though it was considered a
success at the time, health
complications arose soon
after.
“Unfortunately,
the

operating
environment
wasn’t sanitized properly,
which led to an infection on
his wound,” Oriental Daily
recently reported.
“Worse still, Wang’s family
were kept in the dark about
his kidney removal operation
and only found out about it
when the teen couldn’t hide
his health problems any
longer.”
Because he didn’t dare tell
his parents what he had done
(and what for), the infection
spread to his remaining
kidney, and by the time his
family took him to a proper
hospital for treatment, the
damage to his kidney was so
severe that the only possible
way to ensure his survival was
permanent dialysis.
Xiao Wang has spent most
of his life since then in bed,
dependent on the dialysis
machine that’s keeping him

New App Lets You Know A PersonIn Debt Nearby
Authorities in the Chinese
province of Hebei have
created a smartphone app
that allows users to see if
they are within 500 meters
of a person in debt so they
can report or publicly
shame them. Failing to pay
off your debts is generally
frowned upon all over the
world, but one country has
been cracking down on the
practice harder than any
other.
In the last couple of years,
Chinese authorities have
used a variety of techniques
to coerce debtors to pay up,
with public shaming being
the most popular one.
Last year, the local
government in Hejiang
county, Sichuan, started

showing their faces and
names during short clips
played in cinemas before
the main screening, and
now authorities in Hebei
have announced an app
that detects debtors in a
500-meter-radius, allowing
users to report or shame
them.
Described as “a map of
deadbeat debtors”, the
controversial app can be
accessed through Chinese
all-in-one social media
platform WeChat. Staterun newspaper China Daily
reports that the app can
be used to detect debtors
within a 500-meter radius.
Debtors’ information can
also be accessed through
the app, making it easier for

“whistle blowers” to report
them if they appear capable
of paying their debts.
“It’s a part of our
measures to enforce our
rulings and create a socially
credible environment,” a
spokesperson for the Higher
People’s Court of Hebei said.
It’s been reported that the
“map of deadbeat debtors”
shows the exact location of
a person in debt, making
it easier for users of the
app to identify them, but
it’s unclear whether it will
show people with any debt
or only those over a certain
threshold.
Russia is the only other
country that even comes
close to China when it comes
to cracking down on debtors.

alive but at the same time
greatly shortening his lifespan.
After hearing Wang’s
story about how he sold his
kidney on the black market
to buy an iPhone 4, his
parents tracked down and
sued the middleman and the
doctor who performed the
operation.
They eventually received a
sizable compensation of 2.2
million yuan ($320,000) most
of which has been spent on
the 24-year-old’s expensive
treatments and drugs.
It’s unclear if Xiao Wang
ever got to buy that iPhone
he traded his kidney for, or if
he still has it. Not that any of
that matters, anyway.
I guess the moral of the
story is that very few things
are worth risking your life
for, and an Apple iPhone is
definitely not on the list.
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Kaduna
Council
Disburses
Funds To
100 Business
women

Delta: Protest
Rocks Community
Over Hoarding Of
Prepaid Meters
DELTA
BY OWEN AKENZUA, ASABA

KOGI

Kaduna
North
Local
Government Council has
disbursed N1 million to 100
small scale business women
in Shaba and Gaji Wards.
The News Agency of
Nigeria reports that under
the programme tagged
“Women Empowerment and
Business Grant Scheme’’,
N10,000 cash was given to
each beneficiary to boost her
business.
The Council’s Secretary,
Mustafa Abubakar–Zukogi,
said the empowerment
programme was aimed
at helping the women to
achieve financial freedom
and reduce poverty.
“We included women
in our empowerment
programme because of their
role in the development
of any society; when you
empower a woman, you have
empowered the society.
“We have empowered
more than 300 women in
three months and we are
going to do more”, he said.
Meanwhile, some of the
beneficiaries
expressed
gratitude to the council,
saying they would use the
money given to them to
enhance their businesses.
Jamilaa Nasiru, a zobo,
ginger and tiger nut juice
seller, said she would use the
money to buy more items for
her business.
Similarly, Mrs Juliana
John, a miller, said the
money would help her
business to grow and prayed
God to guide the council in
doing more good things for
the people.
NAN reports that a similar
programme was held in
Uguwan Liman, Unguwan
Sarki and Buruji Wards
where 210 women were
empowered.

Public Relation Office (PRO), Nigeria Security and Civil Defence Corp (NSCDC), ACC Micheal Oguntuase (M),
addressing newsmen on the recovered 75 cellphones; bags filled with suspected illegally refined AGO at Rumuekpe
in Emuoha Local government area Rivers State on Friday.
PHOTO: NAN

EFCC Arrests Fake Major-General
Involved In N270m Scam
LAGOS
BY CALEB ISHAYA

Economic and Financial
Crimes
Commission,
EFCC, said that it has
arrested one Bolarinwa
Oluwasegun, a fake majorgeneral, over alleged N270
million scam.
Its Head, Media and
Publicity, Mr Wilson
Uwujaren, said in a
statement
that
the
suspect paraded himself
as the chief of army staff.
He said the antigraft
agency
found
six pump action guns,
three cartridge bullets; a

swagger stick and several
forged documents during
his arrest.
“The fake army general,
Oluwasegun, was arrested
by operatives of the EFCC,
Lagos Zonal Command,
for alleged N270 million
fraud.
“The suspect, who
posed as a general in
the Nigerian Army,
allegedly made false
representations to the
complainant,
Kodef
Clearing Resources.
“Oluwasegun
told
the complainant that
President Muhammadu
Buhari shortlisted him

and one other, to be
appointed as Chief of
Army Staff, COAS.
“The suspect said he
needed a short grant “to
press and process the
appointment as COAS”,
Uwujaren said.
The EFCC spokesman
said the suspect allegedly
forged a letter of
appointment as COAS
purportedly signed by
President Buhari and
presented it to his victim
to further prove his claim.
“In the said letter,
Oluwasegun claimed that
he needed to pay a certain
amount of money into

the coffers of the federal
government, as part of
the requirements for the
appointment as COAS.
“The suspect, in his bid
to defraud the victim,
also allegedly forged
several documents and
the signature of President
Buhari.
“He was arrested in
his house at Alagbado
area of Lagos State on
Wednesday, January 12”,
he said.
Uwujaren noted that
the suspect would be
charged to court as
soon as investigation is
concluded.

Nasarawa Chief Mourns Alao-Akala, Says He Was Steadfast
NASARAWA

BY DAVID CHRISTOPHER, LAFIA

Kaigama Yakanaje of Uke
Chiefdom in Nasarawa
State, Otunba Samson
Adegoke, has described
the death of a former Oyo
State Governor, Otunba

Adebayo Alao-Akala, as a
monumental loss to Nigeria.
Adegoke, who made
this known in a press
statement made available
to AljazirahNigeria in Keffi,
said the late Alao-Akala
will be remembered by
Yoruba people in Nasarawa

State as he often honoured
their invitations in person
whenever they extend such
to him.
“In fact, he will always be
remembered by our people
here. He was with us in Keffi
twice last year to honour our
occasions.

“He was a man of his
words and highly respected
by Nigerians. On behalf
of myself and the entire
community of Yoruba
people in Nasarawa State,
we pray for his soul to rest in
peace with Almighty God”,
Adegoke stated.

Karu Council Chairman lauds Nasarawa Gov’s Giant Strides
BY DAVID CHRISTOPHER, LAFIA

El-Rufai

Chairman of Karu Local
Government Area, James
Thomas, has thanked the
Nasarawa State Governor,
Engineer Abdullahi Sule
for bringing the dividends
of democracy to the nooks

and crannies of the state.
Thomas made this
known in his speech
at the groundbreaking
ceremony of Nasarawa
Technology Village in
Aso Pada, Karu Local
Government Area, on
Thursday.

According to him,
Governor Sule has proven
to be a great leader.
“Since he assumed office,
he has been up and doing
to develop, unite and
transform the entire state,
this has earned him love by
the people”, the chairman

stated.
He assured the governor
of maximum support
and prayers of the entire
people of Karu Local
Government
Area,
pointing out that the kind
gesture done to them will
be reciprocated in 2023.

There was pandemonium
at Agbarho community,
Ughelli North Council in
Delta State as residents
protested against the
alleged hoarding of
prepaid meters and poor
power supply by Benin
Electricity Distribution
Company, BEDC.
It was gathered that the
protest which paralyzed
business
activities
followed the epileptic
electricity supply and
exorbitant billing of
residents
by
some
dubious officials of BEDC.
Sources disclosed on
Thursday that BEDC
officials fled their office
as the protesters stormed
their office at Orido
Junction to register their
grievances.
They accused BEDC
officials of hoarding
prepaid meters that
have been paid for by
some residents, even
as they demanded for
the provision of meters
to every household to
stop the “exorbitant”
estimated bills they
receive monthly.
‘‘There have been
outrageous increase of
electricity tariff from
N13,000 to N30,000
monthly in Agbarho two
years ago but it became
worse since October
2020’’, one of the
protesters said.
“Before then, we used
to enjoy a maximum
of nine hours power
supply; from 11am to
like 12:30pm, 4:30pm
to 6pm and 8:30pm to
about 2am. Also, there
was compulsory one
day blackout. But since
October, there has been
no pattern. Whenever we
see power, we just accept.
“Since last July, it
became something else.
The bill was increased
from about N13,000
to N17,000 and then
N19,000
with
no
appreciable increase in
supply. In fact, it grew
worse.
“We are three tenants
in
my
compound.
Every 15th or so, they
come with bills. We
were shocked when in
November they brought
N29,000 light bill. We
complained and asked
why they keep increasing
the bill when we don’t
enjoy light.
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Oni Condemns
Attack On PDP
Secretariat
EKITI

Peoples
Democratic
Party’s, PDP, governorship
aspirant in the January 26
primaries, Chief Segun
Oni, has condemned
the attack on the party’s
secretariat,
describing
it as “condemnable and
barbaric”.
Oni, in a statement
he personally signed
and made available to
newsmen in Ado-Ekiti,
slammed the attack in its
totality.
“It is a barbaric and
heartless attack purposely
directed at the party
secretariat.
“The attackers need
to be told that such will
never stop the party from
attaining victory in the
June 18 governorship
election”.
Oni, a former governor
of the state, called for
urgent steps to ensure
adequate
security
to
safeguard
lives
and property during
electioneering.
He said the people are
on the move with the
PDP in their readiness
to snatch victory in the
forthcoming election.
“The vandalism of the
secretariat was an action
taken too far; partakers
of this action should be
brought to book”, he said.
When NAN called the
Police Public Relations
Officer, DSP Sunday
Abutu, on phone, he said
he was yet to receive any
information on the alleged
attack.
“Anytime the command
receives the information
and confirms the attack,
I will on behalf of the
Commissioner of Police,
Mr Babatunde Mobayo,
address the press”, he said.
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Ortom Charges New Commissioners,
Advisers To Be Focused
BENUE

BY HENRY IBYA, MAKURDI

Benue State Governor,
Samuel Ortom, has warned
political appointees to be
mindful of divided loyalty
and demonstrate total
commitment to the core
values of his administration.
Ortom,
who
gave
the warning during the
swearing-in
ceremony
of eight commissioners
bringing the total number
of the executive council
members to 16, and five
new special advisers at
the Government House
Makurdi, said this must
be done in line with strict
compliance with the policy
thrust of his administration
which emphasizes good
governance,
ensuring
the security of lives
and property, revenue
generation,
agriculture,
education, health and

industrialization,
promotion of gender based
programmes, empowerment
of women and youths, and
persons with disabilities
among others.
He reminded the new
appointees that they are
assuming their various
offices at a challenging
period
when
his
administration is in its
second and final stage and
argued that for this reason,
much is expected from
them.
Ortom emphasized the
need for them to sustain
the positive leadership
qualities that qualified
them for the appointments
to enable them assist
government deliver the
dividends of democracy to
Benue people.
The governor, who said
any one found wanting
would be shown the way

out, congratulated the new
commissioners and special
advisers for making the
list irrespective of other
equally competent persons.
He appealed to those
already serving in the state
executive council and top
government functionaries
to give the new appointees
the maximum cooperation
to succeed.
Governor Ortom during
the swearing-in also
announced the posting
of the commissioners as
follows- Dr Kester Kyenge
- Agriculture and Human
Service, Uungwa SachiaWorks And Transport,
Rodney Agbatar- Industry
and Cooperatives, Mike
Inalegwu- Information,
Culture and Tourism,
Agber Benjamin- Trade
and Investment, Jane
Ogoma- Energy, Science
and Technology, Teryima

Nguher-Youth and Sports,
Sarwuan
TarnongoEducation and Goodwin
Oyiwona- Water Resources
and
Environment
respectively.
While Mr Mike Adyo was
posted as Special Adviser on
Primary Education, Richard
Ujege- Water Resources and
Environment, Aondoaver
Adenguhar- Works and
Transport, Joshua OgboleRevenue and Taxation
with Otse Otokpa posted
to oversee secondary and
tertiary education.
Responding on behalf
of the appointees, Kyenge
and Ujege thanked God
for the elevation, as well
as the governor for giving
them the opportunity to
contribute their quota to
the development of the
state, pledging not to betray
the confidence reposed on
them.

From left: Head of Microbiology and Biotechnology Department, National Institute for Pharmaceutical Research and
Development (NIPRD), Dr Peters Oladosu; Director-General of NIPRD, Dr Obi Adigwe; Special Assistant Technical
to the Director-General of NIPRD, Dr Abubakar Danraka; and Minister of State for Finance, Budget and National
Planning, Prince Clem Agba; during the inspection of laboratories on improving Post COVID R-D Capacity, in Abuja
on Thursday.
PHOTO: ALBERT OTU/HB/NAN

Police Declare 4
Persons Missing In
Ebonyi
EBONYI

Ebonyi
State
Police
Command has declared four
persons missing in Isiama
Onicha in Onicha Local
Government Area.
This was contained in a
statement issued in Abakaliki
by the spokesperson for the
command, DSP Loveth Odah.
According to Odah, the
report about the missing
persons was reported
at
Onicha
Divisional
Headquarters on January 1.
She stated that one Okike
Onyedikachi had reported
that his four brothers left
home on December 26, 2021
in two Daystar 125 model
motorcycles.
“They left to attend
the traditional marriage
of their cousin at OkpaOgegen Village in Oju Local
Government Area of Benue
State through Effium/Benue
route and are yet to return.
“The family has contacted
the celebrant and she
confirmed that the victims
were not sighted at the
ceremony”, she stated.
She gave the names of the
missing persons as Ogonnaya
Chukwu, 33, and Sunday
Chukwu, 31, both dark in
complexion.
The rest are Chinedu
Nwite, 30, and Ogbonnaya
Ekuma, 30, both fair in
complexion.
“All speak English and
Igbo Languages fluently”,
the statement added.
It noted that the command
had disseminated the
information through its
control room and other
police formations within the
command.
It stated that all efforts
made to trace the victims had
proved abortive.
“We implore members
of the public with useful
information on their
whereabouts to report at
the police station or contact
Chief Chibuezem Obasi on
08037737972”, it added.

2023: Omo-Agege Most Qualified To Be Delta Gov –Aide
DELTA
BY OWEN AKENZUA, ASABA

Oni

Legislative Aide to the
Deputy Senate President,
Okiemute Ogbon, has
commended
Senator
Ovie Omo-Agege for his
contributions to better the
lives of others, saying he is
the most qualified candidate
to become Delta State
governor come 2023.
Ogbon, who said this in
an exclusive chat with our
correspondent, noted that
“when it comes to projects,
infrastructure and having

the youths positively at
heart for employment and
empowerment, he has done
it before and is still on it”.
He continued: “We have
had others in the Senate yet
they could not bring home
what Senator Omo-Agege
has brought home”.
Ogbon listed solar street
lights, electrification and
transformer installations
across his senatorial district
and beyond as some of
the
lawmaker’s
great
contributions to his people
and beyond his senatorial
district.

He urged Deltans to join
hands to support OmoAgege who is coming to take
over power come 2023 and
move the state forward.
Meanwhile, the member
representing Ughelli North,
Ughelli South and Udu
Federal Constituency, Francis
Waive has congratulated
the deputy president of the
Senate on the thousands of
projects within and outside
Delta Central Senatorial
District.
Waive also congratulated
the benefiting communities,
charging them to protect

13

the projects and use them
to benefit their standard of
living.
The projects which span all
sectors include roads, water,
schools, electricity, health,
solar, empowerment, and
training in almost every
community in Delta Central
and others in Delta State.
Waive noted the deputy
president of the Senate’s
concern for people and
his hard work to bring
development home.
He commended him for
the efforts, saying they are
unprecedented.

Alkali
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COVID-19: Need To Look Inward For Vaccine, Cure
As FG yet to look inward for vaccine, cure

BY DAUDA ISMAIL

Since recording the index case on February 27
2020, Nigeria is yet to develop its home grown
COVID-19 cure or vaccine. This despite the
availability of medical research centres, and
President Muhammadu Buhari approving the
sum of N8.5 billion for the conduct of groundbreaking research in medicine and other areas in
2021, under the National Research Fund, NRF,
scheme funded by the Tertiary Education Trust,
TETFund.
This was revealed by the Executive Secretary
of TETFund, Prof Suleiman Bogoro, at a 3-Day
Workshop for Directors of Research and
Development of public universities in Nigeria
held at the Central Bank of Nigeria, CBN,
Training Institute, Maitama, Abuja in July 2021.
But Nigerians have been expecting the
establishment of vaccine manufacturing labs
in the country, not just for the COVID-19
pandemic, but an overall supply chain to tackle
other ailments.
Immunisation is considered to be one of
the greatest health interventions to prevent
diseases.
According to the World Health Organisation,
WHO and the United Nations Children’s Fund,
UNICEF estimates, global immunisation
coverage of children is at least 80 per cent for
the six Expanded Programme on Immunisation,
EPI, vaccines against diphtheria, pertussis,
tetanus, polio, measles and tuberculosis.
However, there are inequalities in access to
newer vaccines for the COVID-19, Haemophilus
influenzae B (Hib), rotavirus, pneumonia

and Human Papilloma Virus, HPV, between
developed and developing countries.
In addition, there are many poverty-related
diseases for which vaccines do not exist, due
to lack of research and development by the
industry. According to health experts, local
manufacturing of vaccines can be an effective
and sustainable strategy to address some of
the health issues in the country, but must be
undertaken with planning and caution to ensure
sustainability.
They added that establishing local vaccine
manufacturing concern is not necessarily cost
effective; however, vaccines should not be seen
purely as commodity, as factors such as national
health security needed to be considered.
The establishment of a vaccine policy by the

“

Developing and
supporting capacity to
begin indigenous medical
industry is a national
security issue, to not
only protect our citizens
but also mitigate capital
flight from importation of
vaccines.

country will also assist the nation in identifying
how and when to consider local production.
The recent discovery of new COVID-19
variants has further increased the uncertainty
about the end of the pandemic.
According to Dr Ben Amodu, a fellow of
Pharmaceutical Society of Nigeria, that his
research works have shown availability of a
vaccine and cure for COVID-19 as well as other
communicable and non-communicable diseases.
“I want to reaffirm as a researcher in phyto
medicine which I have done in the last 35 years
that I have a vaccine against COVID, malaria,
and typhoid and I still maintain this because it
is a research work and not something handed
over to me by my parents; it is something I work
for and have practical results and the number of
patients I treat has kept increasing and I have
very good results.
“I have continued to maintain that I have
vaccines in this area that have been proven. As
of now, none of the over 50 persons that have
taken this vaccines all over the world have died.
I am not saying that people shouldn’t take
vaccines; I have taken mine and I implore every
other person to take the vaccine. But for our
health security system, we also should have our
own vaccine as a country, so I am standing in the
gap so when the country feels we should develop
our health security defence system, I have local
solutions that will beat international solutions.
“Just recently, a patient in Australia who
came to me to buy sickle cell medication for his
children also bought against COVID for himself
and his family and to the glory of God the son
who had COVID-19 took our medication and
COVID did not have any impact on him.
“I stand to be investigated that the stories and
information I have been giving are correct, My

products will speak for themselves in all my areas
of claim which have been backed up by highly
recognized international journals publications
including the Indian Journal of Medical Sciences
that published one of my works”.
According to President Muhammadu
Buhari, Nigeria is working toward developing
a COVID-19 vaccine as the country battles
growing cases of the virus and 45 Omicron
variant detected since it was announced by the
Nigeria Centre for Disease Control, NCDC.
Buhari said that government was working
very hard with the Ministry of Health to develop
vaccines, stressing that “we shouldn’t make
noise about it until we succeed.”
Meanwhile, it can be recalled that in 2017,
Nigeria’s cabinet approved a plan to produce
basic vaccines with pharmaceutical firm May &
Baker Nigeria via a joint venture, even though
it is unclear whether the project has started or
not. The Minister of Health, Dr Osagie Ehanire,
then said that the COVID-19 pandemic has
brought a rude awakening of how importdependent the country has been when it comes
to pharmaceuticals, vaccines and other critical
commodities.
Ehanire said “developing and supporting
capacity to begin indigenous medical industry
is a national security issue, to not only protect
our citizens but also mitigate capital flight from
importation of vaccines.”
The minister said that the Federal
Government was working with an indigenous
private pharma company to make Nigeria a
vaccine manufacturing hub for West Africa and
beyond.
He noted that government had 49 per cent
stake in BioVaccines Nigeria Ltd, BVNL, a Public
Private Partnership, PPP, venture to produce
various vaccines in-country.
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Daily Hemp Consumption In Lagos Surpasses 100 Bags
Use of restricted drugs or substances and
trafficking in them has undoubtedly gained
notoriety among some Nigerian youths, with
many being caught in the web of its negative
consequences. Records of drug offences in
Nigerian courts show how deep drug abuse/
trafficking has eaten into the fabrics of the
society.
The United Nations Office on Drugs and
Crime, UNODC, defines drug trafficking as an
illicit trade involving cultivation, manufacture,
distribution and sale of restricted substances.
Drug abuse is the use of illegal drugs or the
use of prescription or over-the-counter drugs
for purposes other than those for which they
are meant to be used, or in excessive amounts.
Medical experts constantly warn that drug abuse
may lead to social, physical, emotional and jobrelated problems.
In Nigeria, the National Drug Law
Enforcement Agency, NDLEA, established by
Decree 48 of 1989, is charged with eliminating
growing, processing, manufacturing, selling,
exporting and trafficking in hard drugs.
According to NDLEA, any drug with
psychotropic effects is listed as restricted. Some
of the prohibited substances in the NDLEA
Schedule are cannabis sativa, heroin, cocaine,
codeine, tramadol, metaphetamine, rophynol,
extol 5, diazepam and ephedrine. These drugs
are considered to be of high psychotropic effects
and are restricted in usage.
Unfortunately, many more youths appear to
have found solace in the use of hard drugs for
personal and commercial gains. The National
Drug Use Survey 2018 indicated that 14.3
million Nigerians representing 14.4 per cent
of the country’s population used psychoactive
substances aside from alcohol. Among the
effects of hard drug use is increase in criminal
activities including cyber fraud.
Drug abuse and trafficking is a source of worry
to governments, community leaders, parents,
schools and other stakeholders. According to
counsel to NDLEA, Lagos State command, Mr
Jeremiah Aernan, the rate of hard drug abuse
by youths has become alarming.
Aernan calls for collective efforts in tackling
the menace, blaming the ugly trend partly on the
influence of social media. “Distribution of hard
drugs has currently been enhanced by social
media as there are now online dealers of drugs.
“So, you find that once these youths need drugs,
they simply put an order online just the same
way one places an order for online shopping
items. “Investigation reveals that these hard

drugs are sold with coded names. They could
say I want to buy pencil and the dealer knows
what they are referring to; so you see that the
social media has, in no small measure, facilitated
trafficking of these drugs,” he says.
Aernan also blames the trend on peer group
influence which, he believes, pushes some
youths into cult activities with a resultant effect
of illicit drug use.
According to him, while some youths go into
drug abuse with a view to having an “experience,”
due to their inquisitiveness, others become drug
barons for financial benefits. “Unemployment
is another cause of drug peddling. Many people
have taken drug trafficking as a business; so,
it now goes beyond its use to the commercial
benefits derived. If you check the volume of
hemp consumed daily in Lagos alone, you find
that it is more than a 100 bags. So, if someone
selling hemp can make a profit of N3,000 or
more per day, do you think such a person will
wish to stop”? he asks.
Aernan says while there is control on
importation of ephedrine, its abuse is also
rampant. “Codeine is originally used for the
manufacture of cough syrups, but the wanton
abuse of the drug caused its instant ban. “Some
of these youths go ahead and purchase cartons
of codein and drink directly just to get the `feel’,”
he says.
According to him, some hard drugs now have
variants which are also consumed by the youth
in a bid have new experiences.
“For instance, there is a variant of cocaine
called crack which is a combination of cocaine,
heroin, metaphetamine and other narcotics used
by our youths. The drugs recently intercepted

“

More worrisome is the
fact that these young
folks even cook their
meals with some of these
hard drugs, ingest and
inject them just to get a
deeper feeling

in Lagos came in from the high sea, and it was
over two tonnes in volume. There is now a dire
need for orientation of the youth on the dangers
of drug trafficking. It also calls for checks by
parents on the itineraries of their wards and
keeping close marking on their engagements”,
he advises.
A parent, Mrs Osariemen Amadasun,
attributes high rate of drug offences to
uncontrolled usage of the internet.
Amadasun says many youths use the internet
for wrong reasons. She believes that drug abuse
goes hand-in-hand with cybercrime known
yahoo yahoo, which she is convinced that
the youth are at the centre of. “Some of these
young men and even women stay awake at night
keeping watch on their laptops for the next
gullible individual to fall victim of their scams.
They will ingest substances to keep their minds
and body awake. In their slang, it is to be awake
like a fish waiting for the next mugu.
“More worrisome is the fact that these young
folks even cook their meals with some of these
hard drugs, ingest and inject them just to get
a deeper feeling. It becomes a complicated
case trying to rehabilitate these drug victims,
as some of them see and feel their body
systems shutting down. The danger of doing
drugs is that, once begun, it is almost nearly
impossible to stop; parents must be alive to
their responsibilities”, she urges.
A nurse who worked at the Federal Neuro
Psychiatric Hospital, Yaba, Lagos State, Mrs
Ifeyinwa Nwachukwu, says: “Quite a number
of psychiatric cases we find in hospitals are
triggered by drug abuse. As a psychiatric nurse,
I have stayed with drug victims; from how they
behave, one can easily tell that they have been
on hard drugs. Although with medications,
some of these drug users become relatively
stable, it is better that the youth are properly
guided so as not to delve into ingestion of any
form of illicit substance. Its negative effects are
long lasting”, she warns.
She suggests routine seminars and other
enlightenment campaigns on the negative
impacts of hard drugs as a strategy to stem the
wave of drug offences. Nwachukwu advises that
the seminars can be done in schools, hospitals,
health centres and religious centres. A 22-yearold rehabilitated drug victim, Mr Kings Uzoma,
narrates that he became addicted to drugs in
2019 after he established a small business of
computer operation.
According to him, his schedule of work made
him to have new friends. “We lived around

Agric in the Ojo area of Lagos. When I began
to have big-boy customers, who will stay in my
shop till evening when I should be closing, I
began to take interest in what they were doing.
I later left my parents’ house in Ojo and went
to live with them on Victoria Island, where
they introduced me to eating rice cooked with
Codein. From there, we travelled to Ghana. In
Ghana, I didn’t understand what was happening
to me anymore. I woke up one day to find myself
back in Nigeria with bruises on my body,” he
narrates.
According to him, he was placed on
medication by a hospital before he regained
senses. Another lawyer, Mr Emmanuel Ozodi,
calls for stringent punishment for drug offences.
According to him, judges give sentences as
small as six months’ imprisonment or fine for
drug trafficking. He believes that such penalties
have not sufficiently served as deterrents to
drug offences. The lawyer says while Nigeria
should not punish drug offences with death
sentence, the country should show strong
will to tackle the menace through stringent
punishments.
The NDLEA Chairman, retired Brig.-Gen.
Buba Marwa had recently called for stiffer
penalties for drug trafficking by removing the
option of fine for drug offenders. At the Institute
of Change Management annual dinner in Lagos
in December 2021, Marwa said, “It is worrisome
that we have some of our officers lose their lives
in the course of battling with drug traffickers but
at the end of the day, some of these offenders
when taken to court, are just fined and they later
return to the same business.”
According to Marwa, hard drug problem in
Nigeria is massive. “Basically, we have to shut
down the pipeline. That is, take traffickers and
their barons out of the picture. We have to
embark on an aggressive drug supply reduction
campaign. It is to this end that we launched
the War Against Drug Abuse campaign which
is meant to, in the long run, help prevent the
entrenchment of drug abuse culture among
young people in the society”,
Analysts call on parents, guardians, care
givers, school management, religious leaders,
non-governmental organisations, corporate
entities and others to join forces with
governments to check drug offences to save
the youth – tomorrow’s leaders – from their
evil consequences. They also urge changes in
policies and legislation that will stem the tide
of drug offences.
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When Karim Benzema Steps Ou
Of The Shadow To Lime-Light

Karim Benzema is indeed a Real Madrid’s
Football club past, present and future
even at the age of 33.
Karim Mostafa Benzema born
on December 19, 1987 is a French
professional footballer who plays as a
striker for Spanish club, Real Madrid and
the France National team.
A creative forward known for his
playmaking and finishing, Benzema is
regarded as one of the best strikers in
the world.
Back in 2009 when the French forward
signed from Lyon, Real Madrid president
Florentino Perez’s idea was that the
21-year-old would become another
legend for the club and today his vision
year’s back is seeing light of the day.
He has long gone past Ronaldo in
goals for Madrid, in fact only Cristiano
Ronaldo, Raul, Alfredo di Stefano and
Santillana are ahead of him
Karim Benzema is a Real Madrid
legend, with nearly 300 goals for the club
across 12 years.
Take a look at what’s happened at
Real Madrid In recent years. If not for
Benzema stepping out of the shadows
and into the limelight, the club would be
staring at a full-blown crisis.
Back in the 2017-18 seasons, Benzema
wasn’t exactly having the best time at

Madrid. Many fans wanted him out
because of his lack of consistent goal
scoring, and not many people understood
at the time the role he was asked to play.
He was the facilitator, the person
who’d sacrifice his own good for the
good of others. The striker’s value kept
on depreciating because of it. He didn’t
mind. He knew what was best for the
team.
Karim Benzema’s sacrifice for Real
Madrid often goes unnoticed.
When Cristiano Ronaldo departed in
2018 and practically no one was signed to
replace him, everyone expected the next
few years to be tough for a Real Madrid
fan.
Karim Benzema not only became the
source of at least half of what Ronaldo
used to provide, but he also helped the
team in winning a few trophies.
Benzema, although past 30, is still
perhaps the most vital cog in the Real
Madrid machine.
He won the player of the year award in
his debut season while playing for Lyon in
2004-05, he scored 30 goals that season.
He has won the French Player of the
year three times. Benzema won four
Ligue 1 titles with Lyon, 2004-05, 200506, 2006-7, and 2007-08.
La Liga three times with Real Madrid,

EDITORIAL

Sports

How Vital Is Onyema’s
N10m Per Goal For Eagles?
While many Nigerians give kudos to the Chief
Executive Officer of Air Peace, Allen Onyema over his
gesture to the Nigeria’s Super Eagles for promising to
reward them with N10 million for every goal they score
and N50million for winning the AFCON.
Onyema, addressing the team during the encounter
with Egypt, promised to reward them with N10 million
for every goal scored, adding that they will get a further
N50 million if they win the trophy.
Though the magnanimity of the airline boss is not
one-off and he is always fulfilling his promises to the
time.
During the qualifying series, the Air Peace helmsman
delivered a similar unity-themed and motivational
speech to the Super Eagles on board one of the airline’s
brand-new Embraer 195-E2 aircraft, and gave them a
cheque of N20 million.
The Falcons of the 1999 squad were also beneficiaries
of 10 million naira from the aviation cognoscente
during the 3rd NFF-Aiteo Football Awards last year
in Lagos.
Of course it’s a sign of the good things for the
players and their officials but the question here is of
what importance is the gesture to the team and to the
nation?
Indeed, such a gesture has helped the team in the
past while on many occasions such a gesture brings
more confusion and loss of concentration to the team.
As we speak, such a gesture to the Super Falcons
players is presently tearing them apart.
Patience Avre, a former Nigerian footballer based in
the USA has accused some of her teammates of hiding
N10million meant for the entire team, thereby crying
foul over the alleged disappearance of N10million
reward for class of ‘99.
Now, is the gesture going to be a motivating factor or
confusing one for the team? Only God and time will tell.
The Super Eagles are just one game into their
campaign for a fourth African Cup of Nations trophy
and a win for the Eagles against Sudan on Saturday will
seal Nigeria’s passage to the round of 16.

2011-12, 2016-17, 2019-2020. Copa
del Rey in 2010-11 and 2013-14. UEFA
Champions League with Real Madrid,
2013-14, 2015-16, 2016-17, 2017-18.
UEFA Super Cup, 2014,2016, 2017.
FIFA Club World Cup with Madrid
in 2014, 2016, 2017, and 2018. He has
scored 343 goals in his career in just 724
appearances.
Now at 33, he’s near the end of his
career but the joy that he has provided
all these years has been exceptional and
his fans will always love him for that.

“

Karim Benzema not
only became the
source of at least
half of what Ronaldo
used to provide, but
he also helped the
team in winning a
few trophies.
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Why First Aid Training
Is Important For Sports
There is no doubt; all sports have a set of protocols and
precautions to prevent injury.
However, the risk still exists and unfortunately,
accidents happen no matter how careful we may be
during games and practices.
The physical demands alone make sports and
athletes high on the list for falls, injuries, broken bones,
and other physical ailments.
While there is generally someone on the sidelines,
such as a coach or referee, who will have completed
their first aid training, it’s always beneficial for athletes
to take a first aid course.
Here are three reasons why taking a first aid course
is crucial for the safety of you and your teammates.
Firstly, to help prevent injuries and ailments from
progressing.
Secondly, players are equipped with the proper
knowledge and skills to apply first aid.
Lastly, the first aid training helps athletes identify
potential risks.
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Chelsea Vows To Clip
Man City’s Wings

ة

Chelsea FC needs a repeat of their Champions
League final victory over Manchester City to
rekindle their Premier League title challenge with
the English champions threatening to build a
realistically unassailable lead just day into the new
year.
An 11-game winning run has taken City 10 points
clear of the Blues at the top of the table, while thirdplaced Liverpool are 11 points back with a game
in hand.
Chelsea boss Thomas Tuchel appeared to be the
one coach with an Indian sign over Pep Guardiola
with three wins in quick succession towards the end
of last season, culminating in lifting the European
Cup in Porto.
However, City’s 1-0 at Stamford Bridge in
September proved to be a telling turning point in
the campaign at a time when Chelsea led Guardiola’s
men by three points.
In contrast to City’s formidable form, Chelsea
have faltered during the busiest spell of the Premier
League season, winning just one of their last five
games.
A Coronavirus outbreak over Christmas combined
with a series of injuries played its part in restricting
Tuchel’s options, but they have bounced back over
the past week to comfortably see off Tottenham 3-0
over two legs to reach the League Cup final.
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EPL Table: Rooney, Ronaldo Disagree
Over Manchester United Target
Manchester United legend, Wayne
Rooney and superstar forward,
Cristiano Ronaldo have disagreed
over the position the club should finish
this season
Ronaldo had charged his teammates
to aim at finishing top three in the
league table instead of pursuing fourth
place.
But Rooney said they should not aim
at finishing top three, insisting they
have to be a ‘top one team’ instead.
Manchester United under Ralf
Rangnick is just seventh in the Premier
League ahead of Saturday’s trip to
Aston Villa.
According to Ronaldo, “In my eyes,
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back to. I’m sure they’re trying to do
the right things to get them back to
that place “.

AFCON 2021: Sudanese Falcons Meets
Nigerian Eagles After 59 Years

Djokovic Risks 3-Year Ban

ning
orts

ocols and

I don’t accept that our mentality is
less than to be in the top three. We are
capable of changing things now”.
On his own, Rooney, while reacting
to this, said,
“Manchester United have to be a top
one team, not top three, and I think
that’s the demands the fans put on you,
the demands that club has.
“Of course they’re going through a
very difficult period at the minute, but
make no mistake, that’s a club that has
to be winning championships.
“It has to be winning trophies, and
that’s the pressure we come in with
playing or working at Manchester
United. That’s where they need to get

His visa saga not great for tennis-Murray

AFCON Group Stage Fixtures & Time
SATURDAY, JANUARY 15 - GROUP D:
NIGERIA VS SUDAN - 5PM
GUINEA-BISSAU VS EGYPT - 8PM
SUNDAY, JANUARY 16 - GROUP F:
GAMBIA VS MALI, IN LIMBE - 2PM
TUNISIA VS MAURITANIA - 5PM
GROUP E:
IVORY COAST VS SIERRA LEONE - 5PM
ALGERIA VS EQUATORIAL GUINEA - 8PM

AFCON RESULTS
GROUP STAGE MATCHDAY 2 OF 3
SENEGAL 0 - 0 GUINEA
MALAWI 2 - 1 ZIMBABWE
MOROCCO 2 - 0 COMOROS
GABON 1 - 1 GHANA

Deporting the 20-time grand slam
champion Novad Djokovic is a dent
on his tennis career and could attract
a three-year visa ban from the game of
tennis.
Meanwhile, Andy Murray has
described Novak Djokovic’s visa saga as
“not great for tennis, not great for the
Australian Open, not great for Novak”.
The world number one had his
Australian visa revoked for a second
time on Friday evening.

The 34-year old plans to launch
another leg challenge to stay and
compete in the tournament, which
begins on Monday.
Reacting to saga, the Melbourne five
time finalist Andy Murray said “It just
seems like it’s dragged on for quite a
long time now.okkk
I’m not going to sit here and
start kicking Novak whilst he’s
down”,Murray said after his semi-final
victory in the Sydney Tennis Classic.
I just want it to get resolved. It would
be good for everyone if that was the
case
Djokovic’s visa was cancelled by
Immigration Minister Alex Hawke on
the basis of “health and good order”
grounds..
Lawyers for Djokovic and the
Australian government attended
an emergency hearing on Friday to
determine what will happen next.

After their memorable defeat of the Pharaohs of Egypt in the
opening match of Group D of the 33rd Africa Cup of Nations
in Cameroon and the Super Eagles have shifted their focus
completely to Saturday’s confrontation with the Falcons of
Jediane (Sudan) at the Stade Roumdé Adjia in Garoua.
Just as happened in their debut 59 years ago, Nigeria
had Egypt and Sudan lined up as their first two opponents
of the competition. In 1963, the Egyptians hammered the
Cinderellas 6-3, and Sudan followed with a 4-0 whiplash of
the newcomers.
So much has changed in 59 years and the Eagles are quietly
confident of victory over the Sudanese when both teams
tango at the 30,000 capacity venue in northern Cameroon
on Saturday evening.
Three points on Saturday will guarantee group leaders
Nigeria a place in the Round of 16 of the 33rd AFCON,
meaning a more relaxed approach to their final group
phase clash with debutants Guinea Bissau also in Garoua
on Wednesday next week. If they finish top of Group D, the
three-time champions will remain in Garoua for their Round
of 16 task.
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Wakilin Darakta-Janar na NDE, Malam Ibrahim Faisal, (M) tare da mahalarta a karshen wayar da kan masu sana’a 50 a Yola ranar Alhamis.

Nijeriya Da Japan
Na Fidda Sabbin
Fasahohi Don
Zurfafa Haxin
Gwiwar Tsaro
Ministan tsaro, Manjo Janar Bashir
Magashi, ya ce qasar na buxe
sabbin fasahohin haxin gwiwar
tsaron qasashen biyu da qasar
Japan domin samun sukunin daqile
matsalar rashin tsaro da qasar ke
fuskanta. Magashi ya bayyana haka
ne a lokacin da babban jakadan
qasar Japan a Nijeriya, Matsunaga
Kazuyoshi, ya kai masa ziyara
ranar Alhamis a Abuja.
Mataimaki na musamman ga
ministan, Mista Mohammad
Abdulkadri, ne ya bayyana hakan
a wata sanarwa a ranar Alhamis.
Ya ce Nijeriya za ta samar da
duk wasu buqatu da suka dace
don ganin an gaggauta vullar wata
yarjejeniyar fahimtar juna da za ta
kasance mai qarfin gaske don kawo
qarshen rashin tsaro a Nijeriya.
Ya ce, ya kamata qasashen biyu
su qara buxe kofa ga qasashen biyu,
domin yin kwaskwarima ga haxin
gwiwar da ake da su, musamman
a fannonin fasahohin zamani da
canja wuri.
Ministan ya yi kira ga wakilin da
ya vullo da tsarin da aka tsara na
MoU wanda zai cika burin qasa na
kawo qarshen rashin tsaro a qasar.
Tun da farko, jakadan qasar
Japan, Kazuyoshi, ya bayyana
cewa, qasar Japan ta samar da
ingantacciyar hanyar samar da
zaman lafiya da kwanciyar hankali
a nahiyar Afirka, inda ya qara da
cewa, Nijeriya ita ce wurin da ake
son aiwatar da shirin. Kazuyoshi
ya ce, yarjejeniyar da aka gabatar
za ta qarfafa musayar bayanai kan
tsaro, horo da qarin taimakon
sake ginawa a yankin Arewa
maso Gabas wanda zai haura dala
miliyan 14 a bara.

Shiga Tsakani Da Gwamnati Ta Yi A 2020
Ya Samar Da Ayyukan Yi – SMEDAN
Hukumar Bunkasa Qananan
Sana’o’i ta Nijeriya (SMEDAN)
ta ce qaruwar ayyukan yi a qasar
nan a shekarar 2020 ya biyo bayan
shirye-shiryen shiga tsakani ne da
Gwamnatin Tarayya ke yi. DaraktaJanar na SMEDAN, Dakta Dikko
Radda ne ya shaida wa manema
labarai a Abuja cewa an samu
karvuwa a bunqasa qanana da
matsakaitan masana’antu saboda
yadda ake taka muhimmiyar rawa
a shirin.
A ranar Laraba ne SMEDAN
da Hukumar Qididdiga ta Qasa
(NBS) suka qaddamar da wani
rahoto kan binciken 2020 na qasa
na NANO, Qanana Da Matsakaitan
Masana’antu (NMSMEs).
Rahoton wanda ya nuna qaruwar

kashi 3.7 cikin 100 na masu
qananan sana’o’i, da matsakaitan
masana’antu (MSMEs) a shekarar
2020 ya nuna cewa an xauki mutane
61,954, 73 aiki a kan miliyan 59 a
shekarar 2017. Kamfanoni saboda
an lura da irin rawar da aka taka da
yawa. “Hakan ya haifar da qaruwar
adadin ma’aikatan da MSME ke
xauka saboda ayyukan Gwamnatin
Tarayya da suka haxa da lamunin
Korona. “Sauran su ne lamunin
bankin NIRSAL Microfinance
sakamakon Korona, Tsarin Tattalin
Arziki mai Xorewa, tallafin MSME
da sauransu. Babban jami’in
qididdiga na tarayya, Dakta Simon
Harry, ya ce an samu raguwar adadin
NMSME da kuma gudummawar da
ake bayarwa ga GDPn Nijeriya.

A cewar Harry, raguwar adadin
NMSMEs da raguwar gudummawar
ga GDP ya faru ne sakamakon
tasirin Korona. Ya ce raguwar
adadin MSMEs a shekarar 2020 ya
sami cibiyoyi 39,654 385 sabanin
cibiyoyi 41,543 28 a shekarar 2017.
matsakaitan masana’antu an rufe
su na xan lokaci a lokacin. “Babban
dalili shi ne kulle ayyukan tattalin
arziki da kuma hana motsi.
Gabaxaya gudummawar MSME
ga GDP ta shaida raguwar kashi
3.5 cikin xari a cikin shekara ta
2020 idan aka kwatanta da bayanan
da aka tattara a cikin 2017. “Haka
kuma, dalilin raguwar qila ba zai
rasa nasaba da mummunan tasirin
Korona wanda ya shafi da yawan
kasuwanci a Nijeriya,” in ji Harry.

2021: Mutum 28 Sun Mutu, An Ceto 699 Dalilin
Bala’in Gobara A Gombe – Cewar Jami’i
Mutum 28 ne suka mutu a bala’in
gobara a jihar Gombe yayin da
699 hukumar kashe gobara ta jihar
ta ceto su a shekarar 2021. Hakan
na qunshe ne a cikin wata sanarwa
da Kamfanin Dillancin Labarai
na Nijeriya (NAN), ya raba wa
manema labarai a Gombe ranar
Juma’a ta hannun Mista Mahmoud
Salihu, mataimakinsa.
Jami’in Ayyuka na bayanai
sun kuma bayyana cewa an ceto
kadarorin da ya kai Naira biliyan
7 yayin da aka yi asarar dukiya ta
Naira biliyan 2.23 a sanadiyyar
bala’in gobara a cikin shekarar da ta
gabata. Har ila yau, a cikin wannan
lokacin, an sami kiran taruka 280
yayin da mutum 59 suka sami
raunuka daban-daban.
Salihu, a wata hira da ya yi da
NAN a ranar Juma’a, ya ce hukumar
ta shirya tsaf domin yaqar varkewar
gobara a shekarar 2022. Ya bayyana

cewa hukumar za ta xauki matakan
da suka dace don tabbatar da cewa
an horas da ma’aikatanta akai-akai a
shekarar 2022 domin yaqar varkewar
gobara, tare da qara wayar da kan
jama’a.
Jami’in kashe gobara ya shawarci
mazauna jihar da su qara taka tsantsan wajen tunkarar al’amuran da
ka iya haifar da harba bala’i ganin
yadda gobarar ka iya yin barna ga
al’umma.
“Idan kana da iskar gas, don
Allah a koyaushe a duba yadda ya
kamata don tabbatar da cewa an
kashe shi kafin ka kwanta, kuma a
ko yaushe a duba na’urorin lantarki
don kuskuren igiyoyi yayin da nace
masana su gyara duk wani kuskure,”
in ji shi.
Salihu ya kuma ba da shawarar
cewa a ware wurin dafa abinci da
kantin sayar da kayayyaki inda
“mutane su kan sanya kayan da

ba su da zafi kamar man fetur da
ma injina; Nisanta su daga kicin
xinku. “Har ila yau, idan har za
ku saka janareta, ku tabbatar kun
kashe janaretan kafin ku zuba mai
domin gujewa afkuwar gobara;
wannan yana da mahimmanci ga
wuraren zama har ma da kantunan
kasuwanci,” inji shi.
Ya kuma shawarci al’ummar jihar
da su mallaki kayayyakin kashe
gobara kamar barguna da na’urorin
kashe gobara don gaggauta shawo
kan gobara kafin ta zama bala’i.
Salihu ya jaddada qudirin hukumar
na tabbatar da rage varkewar gobara
a faxin jihar. Don haka, ya ce sabis
xin zai qara himma a cikin 2022
don qarfafa wayar da kan jama’a.
Sai dai ya gargaxi waxanda suka
aikata ta’asar gobara ta karya da su
qaurace wa irin wannan abin da ke
bata qwarin gwiwar ma’aikata yayin
gudanar da ayyuka.
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Coy Na Burin Horar
Da ‘Yan Nijeriya
4,000 Kafa Na’urar
Sarrafa Mitoci

Makarantar Man Fetur ta “Momas
Electrical Meters Manufacturing
Company Ltd.” (MEMMCOL) ta
ce za ta horar da matasan Nijeriya
a qalla 4,000 aikin kafa na’ura da
sarrafa mitoci a shekarar 2022. Mista
Kola Balogun, Shugaban qungiyar
MEMMCOL ne ya bayyana haka
a wata hira da Kamfanin Dillancin
Labarai na Nijeriya. (NAN) a Legas.
Balogun ya bayyana cewa babban
givin da ake fama da shi a fannin
wutar lantarki wata dama ce ta samar
da ayyukan yi ga matasan Nijeriya
domin su ba da gudummawarsu
wajen gina qasa.
Ya ce: “Mun horar da matasan
Nijeriya sama da 2,000 a shekarar
2021 kan qera mitoci, sanyawa da
kuma kula da su.
“Hasashen mu shi ne samun damar
ninka wannan damar a shekarar
2022. Muna faxaxa makarantarmu
a yanzu saboda tallafin abokan
hulxarmu na qasashen waje.
“Suna son mu horar da ‘yammata,
musamman waxanda ke sansanonin
‘yan gudun hijirar (IDP). “Muna
fatan horar da ‘yan Nijeriya 4,000 a
wannan shekara kuma da zarar mun
sami damar horar da su, waxanda
ke sansanin ‘yan gudun hijira za
su sami abin yi a gaba. “Koyar da
kowa, musamman a vangaren wutar
lantarki da kuma sanya shi cikin
gaggawa, hakan na nufin kun fitar
da su daga tituna.”
Balogun ya ce waxanda aka horas
da su a shekarar 2021 sun fito ne
daga sassa daban-daban na qasar
nan inda wasunsu tuni suke aiki
da Kamfanonin Rarraba Wutar
Lantarki. Ya ce shugaban Qasa
Muhammadu Buhari a ko da yaushe
yana jajircewa wajen yin kira ga
matasa a Nijeriya, yana mai jaddada
cewa wannan ita ce gudunmawar
MOMAS ga ci gaban qasa.
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أﻧﻘذت اﻟﻘوات اﻟﺧﺎﺻﺔ اﻟﺗﺎﺑﻌﺔ ﻟﺳﻼح اﻟﺟو اﻟﻧﯾﺟﯾري اﻟﺿﺣﺎﯾﺎ اﻟﻣﺧﺗطﻔﯾن أﺛﻧﺎء ﻗﯾﺎﻣﮭﺎ ﺑدورﯾﺔ ﻗﺗﺎﻟﯾﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ طرﯾﻖ ﺑﯾرﻧﯾن ﺟواري  -ﻛﺎدوﻧﺎ ﯾوم اﻷرﺑﻌﺎء.

ﻧﯾﺟﯾرﯾﺎ واﻟﯾﺎﺑﺎن
ﺗﻮﻓﻲ ٢٨
ﺗﻧﺳب ﺳﻣﯾدان ﻧﻣو اﻟﺗوظ
ً
ﺷﺨﺼﺎ ﻧﺘﯿﺠﺔ ﺣﺮﯾﻖ وﺗﻢ إﻧﻘﺎذ٦٩٩
ﯾﺗﺟﮭﺎن ﻟﺗﻌﻣﯾﻖ اﻟت
رﺳﻤﯿﺎ ﯾف ﻓﻲ ﻋﺎم  ٢٠٢٠إﻟﻰ
ﺷﺨﺼﺎ ﻓﻲ وﻻﯾﺔ ﻏﻮﻣﺒﻲ ﻓﻲ ﻋﺎم - ٢٠٢١
ً
ً
أﯾﻀﺎ  ،إذا ﻛﺎن ﻻ ﺗدﺧل اﻟﺣﻛوﻣﺔ اﻟﻔﯾدراﻟﯾﺔ
 .٢٠٢٢وذﻛﺮ أن اﻟﺨﺪﻣﺔ ﺳﺘﺘﺨﺬ
ﺷﺨﺼﺎ ﻓﻲ ﻛﻮارث ﺣﺮﯾﻖ
ﻋﺎون اﻟدﻓﺎﻋﻲ وزﯾر ﺗﻮﻓﻲ ٢٨
ﺑﻌﯿﺪًا ﻋﻦ ﻣﻄﺒﺨﻚً ".
ً
اﻟﺪﻓﺎع اﻟﻤﯿﺠﻮر ﺟﻨﺮال اﻟﻤﺘﻘﺎﻋﺪ .ﺑﺸﯿﺮ
ﻣﺎﻏﺎﺷﻲ  ،ﻗﺎل إن اﻟﺒﻼد ﺗﻔﺘﺢ ﻣﺠﺎﻻت
ﺟﺪﯾﺪة ﻟﻠﺘﻌﺎون اﻟﺪﻓﺎﻋﻲ اﻟﺜﻨﺎﺋﻲ ﻣﻊ
اﻟﯿﺎﺑﺎن ﻟﻠﺤﺼﻮل ﻋﻠﻰ ﻣﻮاﻓﻘﺔ اﻟﺒﻼد
ﻟﻠﺘﺨﻔﯿﻒ ﻣﻦ ﺣﺎﻟﺔ اﻧﻌﺪام اﻷﻣﻦ اﻟﺤﺎﻟﯿﺔ
اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻮاﺟﮭﮭﺎ اﻟﺒﻼد.
ﺻﺮح ﻣﺎﻏﺎﺷﻲ ﺑﺬﻟﻚ ﻋﻨﺪﻣﺎ ﻗﺎم
اﻟﺴﻔﯿﺮ اﻟﯿﺎﺑﺎﻧﻲ ﻓﻮق اﻟﻌﺎدة واﻟﻤﻔﻮض
ﻟﺪى ﻧﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﺎ اﻟﺴﯿﺪ ﻣﺎﺗﺴﻮﻧﺎﻏﺎ
ﻛﺎزوﯾﻮﺷﻲ ﺑﺰﯾﺎرﺗﮫ ﯾﻮم اﻟﺨﻤﯿﺲ ﻓﻲ
أﺑﻮﺟﺎ .وﻛﺸﻒ اﻟﻤﺴﺎﻋﺪ اﻟﺨﺎص
ﻟﻠﻮزﯾﺮ ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﻋﺒﺪ اﻟﻘﺎدري ﻋﻦ ذﻟﻚ
ﻓﻲ ﺑﯿﺎن ﺻﺪر اﻟﺨﻤﯿﺲ.
وﻗﺎل إن ﻧﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﺎ ﺳﺘﻮﻓﺮ ﺟﻤﯿﻊ
اﻟﻤﺘﻄﻠﺒﺎت اﻟﻼزﻣﺔ ﻟﺘﺴﺮﯾﻊ ظﮭﻮر
ﻣﺬﻛﺮة ﺗﻔﺎھﻢ ﻣﺘﺒﺎدﻟﺔ اﻟﻤﻨﻔﻌﺔ ))MoU
ﻣﻦ ﺷﺄﻧﮭﺎ أن ﺗﻜﻮن ﻗﻮة ﻣﻀﺎﻋﻔﺔ
ﻹﻧﮭﺎء اﻧﻌﺪام اﻷﻣﻦ ﻓﻲ ﻧﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﺎ .وﻗﺎل
إﻧﮫ ﯾﺘﻌﯿﻦ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺒﻠﺪﯾﻦ اﻻﺳﺘﻔﺎدة ﻣﻦ
اﻻﻧﻔﺘﺎح اﻟﺪﺑﻠﻮﻣﺎﺳﻲ اﻟﺠﺪﯾﺪ ﻹﻋﺎدة
ﺗﻨﻈﯿﻢ اﻟﺘﻌﺎون اﻟﺤﺎﻟﻲ ﺧﺎﺻﺔ ﻓﻲ
ﻣﺠﺎﻻت اﻻﺑﺘﻜﺎرات اﻟﺘﻜﻨﻮﻟﻮﺟﯿﺔ
وﻧﻘﻠﮭﺎ.
ودﻋﺎ اﻟﻮزﯾﺮ اﻟﻤﺒﻌﻮث إﻟﻰ وﺿﻊ
ﻧﻤﻮذج ﻟﻤﺬﻛﺮة اﻟﺘﻔﺎھﻢ اﻟﻤﻘﺘﺮﺣﺔ ﯾﻠﺒﻲ
اﻟﺘﻄﻠﻌﺎت اﻟﻮطﻨﯿﺔ ﻹﻧﮭﺎء ﺣﺎﻟﺔ اﻧﻌﺪام
اﻷﻣﻦ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺒﻼد .ﻓﻲ وﻗﺖ ﺳﺎﺑﻖ  ،ﻗﺎل
اﻟﻤﺒﻌﻮث اﻟﯿﺎﺑﺎﻧﻲ  ،ﻛﺎزوﯾﻮﺷﻲ  ،إن
ﻧﮭﺠﺎ أﻓﻀﻞ ﻟﻠﺴﻼم
اﻟﯿﺎﺑﺎن طﻮرت ً
ً
واﻻﺳﺘﻘﺮار ﻓﻲ إﻓﺮﯾﻘﯿﺎ  ،ﻣﻀﯿﻔﺎ أن
ﻧﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﺎ ﻛﺎﻧﺖ اﻟﻨﻘﻄﺔ اﻟﻤﺤﻮرﯾﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ
ﺗﮭﻢ ﺧﻄﻂ اﻟﺘﻨﻔﯿﺬ.
وﻗﺎل ﻛﺎزوﯾﻮﺷﻲ إن ﻣﺬﻛﺮة اﻟﺘﻔﺎھﻢ
اﻟﻤﻘﺘﺮﺣﺔ ﺳﺘﻌﺰز اﻟﺘﺒﺎدل اﻟﻤﺴﺘﻤﺮ

ﻓﻲ وﻻﯾﺔ ﻏﻮﻣﺒﻲ ﺑﯿﻨﻤﺎ ﺗﻢ إﻧﻘﺎذ ٦٩٩
ﺷﺨﺼﺎ ﻣﻦ ﻗﺒﻞ ﺧﺪﻣﺔ اﻹطﻔﺎء ﺑﺎﻟﻮﻻﯾﺔ
ً
ﻓﻲ ﻋﺎم  .٢٠٢١ﺗﻢ ﺗﻀﻤﯿﻦ ھﺬا ﻓﻲ
اﻟﺒﯿﺎﻧﺎت اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻢ ﺗﻮﻓﯿﺮھﺎ ﻟﻮﻛﺎﻟﺔ أﻧﺒﺎء
ﻧﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﺎ ) )NANﻓﻲ ﺟﻮﻣﺒﻲ ﯾﻮم
اﻟﺠﻤﻌﺔ ﻣﻦ ﻗﺒﻞ اﻟﺴﯿﺪ ﻣﺤﻤﻮد ﺻﺎﻟﺤﻮ
 ،ﻧﺎﺋﺐ.
ﺿﺎﺑﻂ اﻟﻌﻤﻠﯿﺎت ﺑﺎﻟﺨﺪﻣﺔ  ،ﻛﻤﺎ ﻛﺸﻔﺖ
اﻟﺒﯿﺎﻧﺎت ﻋﻦ إﻧﻘﺎذ ﻣﻤﺘﻠﻜﺎت ﺑﻘﯿﻤﺔ ٧
ﻣﻠﯿﺎرات ﻧﯿﺮة  ،وﺧﺴﺎرة ﻣﻤﺘﻠﻜﺎت
ﺑﻘﯿﻤﺔ  ٢٫٢٣ﻣﻠﯿﺎر ﻧﺎ ً ﺑﺴﺒﺐ ﻛﻮارث
ﺣﺮﯾﻖ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻌﺎم ﻗﯿﺪ اﻟﻤﺮاﺟﻌﺔ  ،ﻛﻤﺎ ﺗﻢ
ﺧﻼل اﻟﻔﺘﺮة ﺗﻠﻘﻲ  ٢٨٠ﻣﻜﺎﻟﻤﺔ ﺣﺎدﺛﺔ
ً
ﺷﺨﺼﺎ.
وﺗﺴﺠﯿﻞ ٥٩
وﺑﺪرﺟﺎت ﻣﺘﻔﺎوﺗﺔ ﻣﻦ اﻹﺻﺎﺑﺎت ،
ﻗﺎل ﺻﺎﻟﺤﻮ  ،ﻓﻲ ﻣﻘﺎﺑﻠﺔ ﻣﻊ NAN
ﯾﻮم اﻟﺠﻤﻌﺔ  ،إن اﻟﺨﺪﻣﺔ ﻣﺴﺘﻌﺪة
ﻟﻤﻜﺎﻓﺤﺔ ﺗﻔﺸﻲ اﻟﺤﺮاﺋﻖ ﻓﻲ ﻋﺎم

ﺑﺪ ﻣﻦ ارﺗﺪاء اﻟﻤﻮﻟﺪات  ،ﻓﺘﺄﻛﺪ ﻣﻦ
إﺟﺮاءات اﺳﺘﺒﺎﻗﯿﺔ ﻟﻀﻤﺎن ﺗﺪرﯾﺐ
إﯾﻘﺎف ﺗﺸﻐﯿﻞ اﻟﻤﻮﻟﺪ ﻗﺒﻞ إﻋﺎدة اﻟﺘﺰود
أﻓﺮادھﺎ ﺑﺎﻧﺘﻈﺎم ﻓﻲ ﻋﺎم ٢٠٢٢
ﺑﺎﻟﻮﻗﻮد ﻟﺘﺠﻨﺐ أي ﻛﻮارث ﺣﺮﯾﻖ ؛
ﻟﻤﻜﺎﻓﺤﺔ ﺗﻔﺸﻲ اﻟﺤﺮاﺋﻖ.
ھﺬا ﻣﮭﻢ ﻟﻠﻤﻨﺎطﻖ اﻟﺴﻜﻨﯿﺔ وﺣﺘﻰ
ﻣﻊ ﺗﻌﺰﯾﺰ اﻟﺤﺴﺎﺳﯿﺔ  ،ﻧﺼﺢ ﺿﺎﺑﻂ
ﻣﺮاﻛﺰ اﻟﺘﺴﻮق.
اﻹطﻔﺎء ﺳﻜﺎن اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺔ ﺑﺘﻮﺧﻲ ﻣﺰﯾﺪ
ﻣﻦ اﻟﺤﺬر ﻓﻲ اﻟﺘﻌﺎﻣﻞ ﻣﻊ اﻟﻘﻀﺎﯾﺎ اﻟﺘﻲ ﻛﻤﺎ ﻧﺼﺢ ﺳﻜﺎن اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺔ ﺑﺸﺮاء ﻣﻌﺪات
ﻗﺪ ﺗﺆدي إﻟﻰ ﻛﻮارث ﺣﺮﯾﻖ ﻓﻲ ﺿﻮء ﻣﻜﺎﻓﺤﺔ اﻟﺤﺮاﺋﻖ ﻣﺜﻞ ﺑﻄﺎﻧﯿﺎت اﻟﺤﺮﯾﻖ
وطﻔﺎﯾﺎت اﻟﺤﺮﯾﻖ ﻟﻠﺴﯿﻄﺮة ﺑﺴﺮﻋﺔ
اﻟﻔﻮﺿﻰ اﻟﺘﻲ ﯾﻤﻜﻦ أن ﺗﻠﺤﻖ
ﺑﺎﻟﻤﺠﺘﻤﻌﺎت .ﻗﺎل" :إذا ﻛﺎن ﻟﺪﯾﻚ ﻏﺎز ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺤﺮاﺋﻖ ﻗﺒﻞ أن ﺗﺼﺒﺢ ﻛﺎرﺛﺔ.
وأﻛﺪ ﺻﺎﻟﯿﮭﻮ اﻟﺘﺰام اﻟﺨﺪﻣﺔ ﺑﻀﻤﺎن
داﺋﻤﺎ اﻟﺘﺤﻘﻖ ﺑﺸﻜﻞ
ﻟﻠﻄﮭﻲ  ،ﯾﺮﺟﻰ ً
اﻟﺤﺪ ﻣﻦ اﻧﺪﻻع اﻟﺤﺮاﺋﻖ ﻓﻲ ﺟﻤﯿﻊ
ﺻﺤﯿﺢ ﻟﻠﺘﺄﻛﺪ ﻣﻦ إﯾﻘﺎف ﺗﺸﻐﯿﻠﮫ ﻗﺒﻞ
أﻧﺤﺎء اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺔ  ،وﻣﻦ ﺛﻢ ﻗﺎل إن اﻟﺨﺪﻣﺔ
داﺋﻤﺎ
اﻟﺬھﺎب إﻟﻰ اﻟﻔﺮاش  ،واﻓﺤﺺ ً
اﻟﺘﺮﻛﯿﺒﺎت اﻟﻜﮭﺮﺑﺎﺋﯿﺔ ً
ﺳﺘﺸﺘﺮك ﺑﺸﻜﻞ أﻛﺒﺮ ﻓﻲ ﻋﺎم ٢٠٢٢
ﺑﺤﺜﺎ ﻋﻦ
اﻟﻜﺎﺑﻼت اﻟﻤﻌﯿﺒﺔ ﻣﻊ إﺻﺮار اﻟﺨﺒﺮاء ﻟﺘﻌﺰﯾﺰ اﻟﻮﻋﻲ ﻟﺪى اﻟﺴﻜﺎن  ،ﻟﻜﻨﮫ
ﺣﺬر أوﻟﺌﻚ اﻟﺬﯾﻦ ﺷﺎرﻛﻮا ﻓﻲ ﯾﺪﻋﻮ
ﻋﻠﻰ إﺻﻼح أي أﻋﻄﺎل".
ﺣﺎدث إطﻼق اﻟﻨﺎر اﻟﻜﺎذب إﻟﻰ اﻟﻜﻒ
"ﻏﺎﻟﺒﺎ ﻣﺎ
ﻓﺼﻠﮫ ﻋﻦ اﻟﻤﺘﺠﺮ ﺣﯿﺚ
ً
ﯾﻀﻊ اﻟﻨﺎس ﻣﻮادًا ﻗﺎﺑﻠﺔ ﻟﻼﺷﺘﻌﺎل ﻣﺜﻞ ﻋﻦ ﻣﺜﻞ ھﺬا اﻟﻌﻤﻞ ﻷﻧﮫ ﯾﻀﻌﻒ
ﻣﻌﻨﻮﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﻮظﻔﯿﻦ أﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﻌﻤﻠﯿﺎت.
اﻟﺒﻨﺰﯾﻦ وﺣﺘﻰ اﻟﻤﻮﻟﺪات ؛ اﺣﺘﻔﻆ ﺑﮭﺎ

ﻗﺎﺋﻲ ﯾﺳﺗﮭدف  ٤٠٠٠ﻧﯾﺟﯾري ﻓﻲ ﺗﺻﻧﯾﻊ وﺗرﻛﯾب اﻟﻌدادات واﻟﺗدرﯾب
ﺗﻘﻮل ﻣﺪرﺳﺔ ﺷﺮﻛﺔ ﻣﻮﻣﺎس ﻟﺼﻨﺎﻋﺔ
اﻟﻌﺪادات اﻟﻜﮭﺮﺑﺎﺋﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﺤﺪودة.
) )MEMMCOLإﻧﮭﺎ ﺳﺘﺪرب ﻣﺎ ﻻ
ﯾﻘﻞ ﻋﻦ  ٤٠٠٠ﺷﺎب ﻧﯿﺠﯿﺮي ﻋﻠﻰ
ﺗﺮﻛﯿﺐ اﻟﻌﺪادات وﺗﺼﻨﯿﻌﮭﺎ ﻓﻲ ﻋﺎم
.٢٠٢٢
وﻗﺪ أﻋﻠﻦ اﻟﺴﯿﺪ ﻗﺎﻻ ﺑﺎﻟﻮﻏﻮن  ،رﺋﯿﺲ
MEMMCOL ،ﻋﻦ ذﻟﻚ ﻓﻲ
ﻣﻘﺎﺑﻠﺔ ﻣﻊ وﻛﺎﻟﺔ اﻷﻧﺒﺎء اﻟﻨﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﺔ )
ﻧﺎن( ﻓﻲ ﻻﻏﻮس  ،وأﺷﺎر ﺑﺎﻟﻮﺟﻮن
إﻟﻰ أن ﻓﺠﻮة اﻟﻘﯿﺎس اﻟﻀﺨﻤﺔ ﻓﻲ
ﻗﻄﺎع اﻟﻜﮭﺮﺑﺎء ﻛﺎﻧﺖ ﻓﺮﺻﺔ ﻟﺨﻠﻖ
ﻓﺮص ﻋﻤﻞ ﻟﻠﺸﺒﺎب اﻟﻨﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﯿﻦ
ﻟﺘﻤﻜﯿﻨﮭﻢ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺴﺎھﻤﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺑﻨﺎء اﻟﺪوﻟﺔ.

وﻗﺎل" :ﻟﻘﺪ ﻗﻤﻨﺎ ﺑﺘﺪرﯾﺐ أﻛﺜﺮ ﻣﻦ
 ٢٠٠٠ﺷﺎب ﻧﯿﺠﯿﺮي ﻓﻲ ﻋﺎم ٢٠٢١
ﻋﻠﻰ ﺗﺼﻨﯿﻊ اﻟﻌﺪادات  ،اﻟﺘﺮﻛﯿﺐ
واﻟﺼﯿﺎﻧﺔ.
ﻧﺘﻮﻗﻊ أن ﻧﻜﻮن ﻗﺎدرﯾﻦ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻣﻀﺎﻋﻔﺔ
ھﺬه اﻟﺴﻌﺔ ﻓﻲ ﻋﺎم  .٢٠٢٢ﻧﺤﻦ اﻵن
ﺑﺼﺪد ﺗﻮﺳﯿﻊ ﻣﺪرﺳﺘﻨﺎ ﺑﺴﺒﺐ دﻋﻢ
ﺷﺮﻛﺎﺋﻨﺎ اﻷﺟﺎﻧﺐ ".ﯾﺮﯾﺪون ﻣﻨﺎ
ﺗﺪرﯾﺐ اﻟﻔﺘﯿﺎت اﻟﺸﺎﺑﺎت  ،ﻻ ﺳﯿﻤﺎ
داﺧﻠﯿﺎ ) .)IDP
اﻟﺸﺎﺑﺎت اﻟﻨﺎزﺣﯿﻦ
ً
ﻧﺄﻣﻞ ﻓﻲ ﺗﺪرﯾﺐ  ٤٠٠٠ﻧﯿﺠﯿﺮي ھﺬا
اﻟﻌﺎم وﺑﻤﺠﺮد أن ﻧﺘﻤﻜﻦ ﻣﻦ ﺗﺪرﯾﺒﮭﻢ ،
ﺳﯿﻜﻮن ﻟﺪى أوﻟﺌﻚ ﻣﻦ ﻣﺨﯿﻤﺎت

داﺧﻠﯿﺎ ﻣﺎ ﯾﻔﻌﻠﻮﻧﮫ ﻟﻠﻤﻀﻲ
اﻟﻨﺎزﺣﯿﻦ
ً
ﻗﺪﻣﺎ ".ﺗﺪرﯾﺐ أي ﺷﺨﺺ  ،ﺧﺎﺻﺔ
ً
ﻓﻲ ﻗﻄﺎع اﻟﻄﺎﻗﺔ وإﺷﺮاﻛﮭﻢ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻔﻮر
 ،ﻓﮭﺬا ﯾﻌﻨﻲ أﻧﻚ أﺧﺮﺟﺘﮭﻢ ﻣﻦ
اﻟﺸﻮارع.
ﻗﺎل ﺑﺎﻟﻮﻏﻮن إن أوﻟﺌﻚ اﻟﺬﯾﻦ ﺗﺪرﺑﻮا
ﻓﻲ ﻋﺎم  ٢٠٢١ﻛﺎﻧﻮا ﻣﻦ ﻣﻨﺎطﻖ
ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻔﺔ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺒﻼد وﺑﻌﻀﮭﻢ ﯾﻌﻤﻞ
ﺑﺎﻟﻔﻌﻞ ﻣﻊ ﺷﺮﻛﺎت ﺗﻮزﯾﻊ اﻟﻜﮭﺮﺑﺎء.
ﻟﻄﺎﻟﻤﺎ داﻓﻊ اﻟﺮﺋﯿﺲ ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﺑﺨﺎري ﻋﻦ
اﻟﺪﻋﻮة إﻟﻰ ﺗﻤﻜﯿﻦ اﻟﺸﺒﺎب اﻟﻨﯿﺠﯿﺮي ،
ﻣﺆﻛﺪًا أن ھﺬه ﻛﺎﻧﺖ ﻣﺴﺎھﻤﺔ ﻣﻦ
ﻣﻮﻣﺎس ﻓﻲ اﻟﺘﻨﻤﯿﺔ اﻟﻮطﻨﯿﺔ.

وﺗﻘﻮل وﻛﺎﻟﺔ ﺗﻨﻤﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﺆﺳﺴﺎت
اﻟﺼﻐﯿﺮة واﻟﻤﺘﻮﺳﻄﺔ ﻓﻲ ﻧﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﺎ
)ﺳﻤﯿﺪان( إن اﻟﺰﯾﺎدة ﻓﻲ اﻟﺘﻮظﯿﻒ ﻓﻲ
اﻟﺒﻼد ﻓﻲ ﻋﺎم  ٢٠٢٠ﺗﺮﺟﻊ إﻟﻰ
اﻟﻌﺪﯾﺪ ﻣﻦ ﺑﺮاﻣﺞ اﻟﺘﺪﺧﻞ اﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣﯿﺔ
اﻟﻔﯿﺪراﻟﯿﺔ.
ﻗﺎل رادا ﻟﻠﺼﺤﻔﯿﯿﻦ ﻓﻲ أﺑﻮﺟﺎ إﻧﮫ ﻛﺎن
ھﻨﺎك اﻧﺪﻣﺎج ﻓﻲ اﻟﺸﺮﻛﺎت اﻟﺼﻐﯿﺮة
واﻟﻤﺘﻮﺳﻄﺔ ﺑﺴﺒﺐ اﻟﻜﺜﯿﺮ ﻣﻦ
اﻟﻌﺮوض اﻟﻤﻠﺤﻮظﺔ  ،ﺣﯿﺚ أطﻠﻖ
ﻣﻜﺘﺐ ﻣﻨﻄﻘﺔ اﻟﺸﺮق اﻷوﺳﻂ
ﻟﻺﺣﺼﺎء ) )NBSﯾﻮم اﻷرﺑﻌﺎء
ﺗﻘﺮﯾﺮا ﻋﻦ اﻟﻤﺴﺢ اﻟﻮطﻨﻲ ﻟﻌﺎم
ً
 ٢٠٢٠ﻟﺸﺮﻛﺎت ﻧﺎن واﻟﺼﻐﯿﺮة
واﻟﺼﻐﯿﺮة واﻟﻤﺘﻮﺳﻄﺔ
).)NMSMEs
أﺷﺎر اﻟﺘﻘﺮﯾﺮ اﻟﺬي أظﮭﺮ زﯾﺎدة ﺑﻨﺴﺒﺔ
 ٣٫٧٪ﻓﻲ اﻟﺘﻮظﯿﻒ ﻣﻦ ﻗﺒﻞ اﻟﺸﺮﻛﺎت
ﻣﺘﻨﺎھﯿﺔ اﻟﺼﻐﺮ واﻟﺼﻐﯿﺮة
واﻟﻤﺘﻮﺳﻄﺔ ) )MSMEsﻓﻲ ﻋﺎم
ﺷﺨﺼﺎ
 ٢٠٢٠إﻟﻰ أن ٦١،٩٥٤،٧٣
ً
ً
ﻣﻠﯿﻮﻧﺎ ﻓﻲ ﻋﺎم
ﺗﻢ ﺗﻮظﯿﻔﮭﻢ ﻣﻘﺎﺑﻞ ٥٩
.٢٠١٧
وھﺬا ﯾﻌﻨﻲ أﻧﮫ ﻛﺎن ھﻨﺎك اﻧﺪﻣﺎج ﻓﻲ
اﻟﺸﺮﻛﺎت اﻟﺼﻐﯿﺮة واﻟﻤﺘﻮﺳﻄﺔ
اﻟﻤﺆﺳﺴﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﻮﺳﻄﺔ ﻷن اﻟﻜﺜﯿﺮ ﻣﻦ
اﻟﻌﺮوض ﻗﺪ ﻟﻮﺣﻈﺖ .ﺗﺪﺧﻼت
اﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣﺔ اﻟﻔﯿﺪراﻟﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺸﻤﻞ ﻗﺮض
ﻛﻮﻓﯿﺪ.١٩-
"اﻟﺒﻌﺾ اﻵﺧﺮ ھﻮ ﻗﺮض ﺑﻨﻚ
ﻧﯿﺮﺳﺎل ﻟﻠﺘﻤﻮﯾﻞ اﻷﺻﻐﺮ ﻧﺘﯿﺠﺔ
ﻛﻮﻓﯿﺪ ، ١٩-اﻟﺨﻄﺔ اﻻﻗﺘﺼﺎدﯾﺔ
ﻟﻼﺳﺘﺪاﻣﺔ اﻟﻮطﻨﯿﺔ  ،ﻣﻨﺤﺔ MSME
وﻏﯿﺮھﺎ.
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From left: Head of Microbiology and Biotechnology Department, National Institute for Pharmaceutical Research and Development (NIPRD), Dr Peters Oladosu , Director, Monitors and
Evaluation Federal Ministry of Budget and National Planning, Dr Zakari Lawal; and Minister of State for Finance, Budget and National Planning, Prince Clem Agba, during the inspection of
laboratories on improving Post COVID R-D Capacity, in Abuja on Thursday.
. PHOTO: ALBERT OTU/HB/NAN

NLNG Suspends LPG Export, Channels 100% To Domestic Market
BY CHARLES EBI

Nigeria LNG Limited has announced that its board
of directors had approved the supply of 100% of
the Liquefied Petroleum Gas,butane and propane,
produced by the company to the Nigerian market.
The NLNG said in a statement that it would
prioritise the domestic market for 100% of its
butane ,cooking gas, production.
It noted that it supplied its first propane cargo
into the domestic market three months ago. The
milestone is coming just three months after the
Company supplied its first Propane cargo into the
domestic market and has developed a scheme to
sustainably supply Propane for usage in cooking
gas blending as well as in agro-allied, autogas,

power and petrochemical sectors of the Nigerian
economy to further deepen gas utilisation in
Nigeria.
These initiatives are designed to increase LPG
availability in Nigeria, diversifying its uses and
support the Federal Government’s Decade of Gas
initiative.
The NLNG is currently the highest single
supplier of LPG into the domestic market, with
an estimated 400,000 metric tonnes supplied in
2021.
Speaking on the development, the Managing
Director and Chief Executive Officer of NLNG,
Dr. Philip Mshelbila, said the announcement
marked the Company’s strong commitment to the
continued growth of the domestic LPG market

and its passion to increase utilisation of one of
the most versatile energy sources in the world.
He said the Company was inclined towards
helping to build a strong economy based on the gas
resources that Nigeria is abundantly blessed with,
and that natural gas could help drive the economy
by providing cooking gas for homes, supporting
industrialisation, powering mobile cell sites and
complex transportation systems, impacting food
supply through its usage for fertilizer production
and increasing power supply to both homes and
industries while reducing the country’s carbon
footprint.
According to Mshelbila, “Gas, as the cleanest
of the fossil fuels, has become an essential
energy source to be reckoned with during this

Diesel Surges By 56% In One Year, Now N350/litre
BY CYRIL OGAR

Price of Automotive Gas Oil, also known as diesel,
has increased further to N350 per litre in some
filling stations in Lagos.
AljazirahNigeria had reported in October, 2021
that fuel marketers had increased diesel price to
N320 per litre as the further rise in global crude oil
prices and naira depreciation pushed up the cost
of importing fuel into the country.
The price of diesel, which is not regulated by
the government, has surged by over 40% so far
this year from an average price of N225 per litre
in January.
Diesel is mostly used by businesses, especially
manufacturers, to power their generators amid
a lack of reliable power supply from the national
grid. Many vehicles transporting goods and people
across the country also use diesel.

Our correspondent had observed that several
filling stations in Lagos had increased the price of
the product to N350 per litre, up from a high of
N340 last year.
Mobil, along the Lagos-Ibadan Expressway,
and Northwest Petroleum, along the OshodiApapa road, sold the product for N350 per litre on
Thursday, while Heyden filling station, along Third
Axial Road, Ogudu, sold it for N345.
Oando and Enyo filling stations, all along the
Lagos-Ibadan Expressway, sold the product for
N340 and N335 per litre respectively.
Crude oil price accounts for a large chunk of the
final cost of petroleum products, and changes in
oil prices affect the landing cost of imported fuel.
The National Operations Controller, Independent
Petroleum Marketers Association of Nigeria, Mr
Mike Osatuyi, said in a telephone interview on
Thursday that the recent increase in oil prices led

to the further hike in diesel prices in Nigeria.
If crude oil prices continue to rise, diesel prices
will also go up. This is coupled with the depreciation
of the naira. Naira is around 570-575 to a dollar at
the parallel market,” he added.
Brent crude, the international oil benchmark,
climbed above $85 per barrel on Wednesday to
its highest in more than two months. It stood at
$84.72 per barrel as of 7:59pm Nigerian time on
Thursday.
The Director-General, Nigeria Association of
Chambers of Commerce, Industry, Mines and
Agriculture, Amb. Ayo Olukanni, noted last week
that the private sector had already raised the
alarm on the increasing difficulties of obtaining
the required foreign exchange for raw materials
for industry, adding that the high cost of obtaining
forex was reflected in the high cost of goods and
inflationary trend.

energy transition period. Other countries are
revolutionising their energy industry to cut
down on carbon emissions drastically. Nigeria
should not be left out in this drive, considering
its abundant gas resources. Gas is essential for life
and living at the moment, because it can support
everything we will need to develop our economy
and create better living standards for Nigerians.
We need to change the narrative, and NLNG is
being pragmatic about it.
We are ardently following up on the
commitment we made in March 2021 at the
NLNG-sponsored pre-summit conference of
the Nigeria International Petroleum Summit
,NIPS, 2021 organised by the Federal Ministry
of Petroleum Resources to support the Decade
of Gas declaration by the Federal Government.
We are driven by our vision to remain a globally
competitive LNG company helping to build a
better Nigeria and are making a reality of our
collective dreams that one day we can switch all
cooking fuels to gas, and power our vehicles with
gas as encapsulated in the government’s National
Gas Expansion Program and the Autogas Policy”,
he said.
Committing 100% of our LPG supply is a major
milestone in our journey of domestic gas supply.
We supplied our first Butane ,LPG, cargo into the
domestic market in 2007, which helped to develop
over the years the LPG industry in Nigeria from
less than 50,000 tonnes to over One Million
tonnes market size annually by the end of 2020. In
2021, we increased our LPG supply commitment
from 350,000 metric tonnes ,or 28 million 12.5kg
cylinders, to actual delivery of 400,000 metric
tonnes ,or 32 million 12.5kg cylinders, thereby
directing most of our production into the domestic
market. But this was not enough for NLNG, hence
this commitment to do all that we possibly can
and supply 100% of our LPG production to the
domestic market”, Dr. Mshelbila added.
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Nigerians Incurring More Debts
Through Lending Apps – Experts
BY LADI PATRICK AND ALIYU GALADIMA

One of the success stories
of the Fintech revolution in
Nigeria is the explosion of
digital lending apps or personal
loan apps.
Nigerians have never been
this spoilt for choice when it
comes to personal loans, which
provide disposable income to
the cash-strapped.
They are strewn all over the
app stores, prodding users
to take one form of a loan or
another to fulfill immediate
financial needs. Owolabi
Jaiyeola, a financial expert says
it is a two-edged sword.
He says, “While these apps
are there asking users to take
loans, the danger is that they
may not be licensed and may
go above the Central Bank of
Nigeria’s approved interest
rate”, At the last count, over
20 loan apps are in the Google
Play Store.
These apps, in the absence
of a well-structured ecosystem, rely on phone records
of customers to ascertain their
creditworthiness. They do this
by scouring smartphone data
including call logs, contact
lists, GPS data, and texts, users
can look beyond traditional
banks to access credit. But
there’s just one problem.
There’s growing evidence
that the ease of access to quick,
digital loans is leading to a
growth in personal debt.
And as lending apps jostle
for market share and revenue
from interest payments,
there are fears they will
inadvertently nudge users
towards indebtedness and
poor spending choices.
Nigerians turn to digital
banks and wallets. But,
Ifeanyi Ekemezie, one of the

Emefiele

operators, says digital lending
apps are plugging huge gaps
left open by traditional banks.
Ekemezie said that lending
apps meet real needs.
He asked how many times
Nigerians have walked into
any bank in Nigeria and ask
for a loan of say N50,000
and get it with the snap of a
finger without collateral If
as a parent, you are unable
to promptly raise the school
fees of your wards, lending
apps quickly come to your aid
rather than wait for banks with
a complex bureaucracy and in
the end, may not even give you
the loan, Ekemezie said.
Despite repeated assurances
by the apps that user data is
protected, Jaiyeola believes
some of the apps do not

protect users’ data as they
may be open to hacking by
cybercriminals. Before you get
a loan, these apps ask you such
critical questions as filling your
debit card details, your bank
verification number ,BVN, and
other details, which give them
access to your bank records.
Experts say this is
commoditizing user data and
may result in being used as
a medium of trade by some
unscrupulous lenders, as was
done by Facebook during the
Cambridge Analytica saga of
2015 and 2016 in which over
87 million data of Facebook
users were harvested for the
purpose of advert targeting
and vote-buying during the
U.S. and Nigeria elections.
The commodification of user

data is raising concerns around
data privacy and ownership.
The scrutiny is starting to
result in partial clampdown
measures. Kenya has passed
new
EU-inspired
data
protection laws and Nigeria
merely ratified hers while
Google announced recently
that it would ban lending apps
that promote personal loans,
which require repayment in
two months or less.
The Central Bank of
Nigeria’s spokesperson, Osita
Nwanisiobi did not return calls
to his cellphone or replied to
messages sent to him seeking
to know if the CBN is aware
of these lending apps and
what measures have been
put in place to check abuse.
But a CBN directive to fintech

operators is that they must be
duly licensed.
In 2018, the CBN introduced
a bank category it calls
payment service bank , PSB. A
PSB is a bank that is authorized
to, among other things, accept
a deposit, provide payment
and remittance services and
also issue digital wallets.
According to the guidelines,
a PSB should operate in rural
areas. Also, the Nigerian
Communications Commission
regulates Fintech businesses
where it involves the use of
mobile phones.
Despite repeated assurances
by the apps that user data is
protected, Jaiyeola believes
some of the apps do not
protect users’ data as they
may be open to hacking by

cybercriminals. Before you get
a loan, these apps ask you such
critical questions as filling your
debit card details, your bank
verification number ,BVN, and
other details, which give them
access to your bank records.
Experts say this is
commoditizing user data and
may result in being used as
a medium of trade by some
unscrupulous lenders, as was
done by Facebook during the
Cambridge Analytica saga of
2015 and 2016 in which over
87 million data of Facebook
users were harvested for the
purpose of advert targeting
and vote-buying during the
U.S. and Nigeria elections.
The commodification of user
data is raising concerns around
data privacy and ownership.
The scrutiny is starting to
result in partial clampdown
measures. Kenya has passed
new
EU-inspired
data
protection laws and Nigeria
merely ratified hers while
Google announced recently
that it would ban lending apps
that promote personal loans,
which require repayment in
two months or less.
The Central Bank of
Nigeria’s spokesperson, Isaac
Okoroafor did not return calls
to his cellphone or replied to
messages sent to him seeking
to know if the CBN is aware of
these lending apps and what
measures have been put in
place to check abuse.
But a CBN directive to
fintech operators is that they
must be duly licensed. In
2018, the CBN introduced a
bank category it calls Payment
Service Bank , PSB.
Recall that PSB is a bank
that is authorized to, among
other things, accept a
deposit, provide payment and
remittance services and also
issue digital wallets. According
to the guidelines, a PSB should
operate in rural areas.
Also,
the
Nigerian
Communications Commission
regulates fintech businesses
where it involves the use of
mobile phones.

Revenue Generating Agencies Failed To Remit N2.8trn Revenue In Six Years
BY DICKSON PAT

Federal Government recorded
a shortfall of N2.8trn in
independent revenue from
revenue generating agencies
between 2015 and 2020,
an analysis of data from the
Budget Office has shown.
According to the Fiscal
Responsibility Act, revenue
generating
government
agencies must remit 80% of
their operating surplus to the
Consolidated Revenue Fund
Account.
Some of these revenue
generating agencies are the
Nigeria Deposit Insurance
Corporation, Securities and
Exchange
Commission,
Nigeria Shippers Council,
Nigeria Export Promotion
Council, National Health

Insurance Scheme, Nigerian
Civil Aviation Authority, and
the Nigeria Communications
Commission.
Others are the Nigeria
Airspace Management Agency,
National Examination Council,
Nigeria Television Authority,
Nigeria Shippers Council,
National Pension Commission,
Corporate Affairs Commission,
Standards Organization of
Nigeria, among others.
Over the years, many of
these agencies have been
underpaying revenue into
the coffers of the Federal
Government.
The development has made
it difficult for the Federal
Government to achieve its
revenue target based on the
annual budget approved for
the agencies.

Analysis of data from the
Budget Office showed that
between 2015 and 2020 fiscal
periods, the independent
revenue target set by the
government could not be
achieved.
Further findings showed
that the government set a
cumulative revenue target of
N5.2trn for these agencies
during the four year period.
However, during the period,
the aggregate actual amount
generated by these agencies
was just N2.4trn, resulting in
a shortfall of N2.8trn.
Further analysis of the
revenue figures showed
that in 2015, the budgeted
amount set as revenue was
N489.25bn. However, only
N323.37bn revenue was
actually generated.

For 2016, the government
was more ambitious by
setting a target of N1.5trn,
but the agencies generated
only N398.19bn. It was
learnt that the poor revenue
performance caused the
Federal Government to reduce
the 2017 target to N807.57bn.
However,
the
actual
collection was worse than what
was earned in the previous
years as only N216.66bn was
generated.
For the 2018 fiscal period,
the revenue target was pegged
at N847.95bn while the actual
amount generated was put at
N454.34bn.
With only about half of its
projected revenue realised in
2018, the government revised
downward its independent
revenue target for 2019 to

N631.08bn. Of this targeted
sum,
N557.34bn
was
generated in 2019, resulting
in a shortfall of N73.74bn.
In another ambitious
move, the government
pegged N932.89bn as its
independence revenue target
for 2020, but actualised
N626.27bn.
However, in a turn of events,
the Minister of Finance, Budget
and National Planning, Zainab
Ahmed, recently announced
that the government exceeded
its prorated independence
revenue target for the January
to November 2021 period.
According to Ahmed, as
of November 2021, revenue
generating agencies remitted
N1.01tn into government
coffers, against a projection of
N973.41bn.

She had said, “We have now
for the first time surpassed the
one trillion mark collection
for independent revenues.
N1.104trn was collected as
at November 2021 against a
budget target of N973.41bn”,
Analysts have always
considered our projections
unrealistic, but we have always
insisted on the potentials
that exist to grow FGN
independent revenues. The
steady improvement of our
independent revenues over the
years reflects the performance
of our growth initiatives.
While predicting better
independent
revenue
performance in 2022, Ahmed
assured that the government
was adopting various measures
to tackle the nation’s revenue
problems.
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NNPC, Others To
Reconstruct Federal
Roads In Ogun – Buhari
BY ASHER ROTIMI

President
Muhammadu
Buhari has disclosed that
the Federal Government is
considering giving approval
for the reconstruction
of some federal roads in
Ogun State by the Nigerian
National Petroleum Company
and other companies under
tax credit scheme.
Buhari disclosed this
during his visit to the
state for the inauguration
of five landmark projects
undertaken
by
the
administration of Governor
Dapo Abiodun.
According to him, the
roads being considered
for reconstruction include
the
Lagos-Ota-Abeokuta
Expressway, Sango Otta-IdiIroko Expressway and the
Sagamu-Ogijo road.
The projects inaugurated
included the 42km Sagamu
I n te rc h a n g e - A b e o k u t a
dual carriageway, renamed
‘President
Muhammadu
Buhari Expressway; the 14km
Ijebu-Ode-Epe Expressway.
Responding
to
the
request of Abiodun for a
special status for Federal
Government Infrastructure
Funding, especially on roads,
Buhari said Ogun State has
more federal roads than any
other state in the country.
He said the Federal
Government was considering
giving approval to the NNPC
for the reconstruction of the
Sagamu-Ogijo road under the
tax credit scheme.
He said all federal roads
in the state would begin to
receive Federal Government’s
attention, adding that two
major federal roads under
construction, the SagamuBenin Expressway and the
Lagos-Ibadan Expressway,
would be inaugurated before
the end of 2022.
Buhari said, “I have also
listened to your requests to
give priority attention to the
Lagos-Ota-Abeokuta and the
Sango Otta-Idi Iroko roads
respectively. Let me assure
the people of Ogun State
that these roads will receive
the Federal Government’s
attention.
We
are
considering
extending the tax credit
option for the reconstruction
of these roads as we did for the
100km Sagamu-InterchangePapalanto-Ilaro road. I will
also consider approval
of the reconstruction of
Sagamu-Ogijo road by the
Nigerian National Petroleum
Company under tax credit
scheme”.
The President hailed
the governor on the 14km
Ijebu
Ode-Mojoda-Epe
Road, saying it had been
reconstructed into a modern
expressway by the state
government.
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CBN Urges Financial
Institutions To Accept PAPSS
BY UMORU ABDULKADIR

Governor of the Central Bank
of Nigeria ,CBN, has said that
the financial institutions
under its jurisdiction will
accept the Pan-African
Payment and Settlement
System
,PAPSS,
and
recommend it to businesses
across Nigeria. Mr Godwin
Emefiele said this in Accra,
Ghana, during the launch of
PAPSS.
The CBN governor described
PAPSS as a breakthrough
achievement for the continent,
saying it would help facilitate
trade and enhance payment
gateways across West Africa.
Speaking at the event,
Emefiele said, “CBN will ensure
the financial institutions
under its jurisdiction accept
PAPSS and recommend it to
businesses across Nigeria.
According to Emefiele, the
new payment method will
aid in the formalisation of
trade on the continent, as
well as benefit households,
businesses, and financial

institutions.
With the infrastructure
supplied by PAPSS, he
estimates that intra-African
trade will expand to 35% from
15% in the next five years.
He also mentioned that,
given the rapid rate of
digitalization in financial
services, the PAPSS could
be a potential platform for
boosting e-commerce in
Africa.

Businesses can be assured
of an efficient and reliable
payment
gateway
that
supports the instant flow of
funds and relatively the use
of safe payment channels that
usually comes at a high cost to
households and businesses.”
Prior to the launch of
PAPSS, settlements for IntraAfrica trade required a third
currency and a non-African
correspondent bank. This

resulted in an estimated loss
of close to $5 billion annually
and undermined trade
in African countries. The
launch of PAPPS gives fresh
opportunities and aspirations
for the African continent.
It will simplify cross-border
transactions, reduce third
currencies for intra-African
transactions and remove the
need for correspondent banks
and ultimately amplify Intra
trade significantly”, he said.
PAPSS is a crossborder financial market
infrastructure that enables
payment transactions across
Africa, overcoming trade
barriers in a continent with
over 41 recognized currencies.
It is projected to increase
intra-African commerce by
transforming and facilitating
cross-border
payment,
clearing, and settlement.
PAPSS solves the problem
of
interconnected
and
fragmented payment and
settlement systems, which
have historically hampered
intra-African trade.

Ministries, Police, MDAs Spent N49.5bn Without NASS Approval – Auditor General
BY YAHAYA UMAR

Office of the Auditor General
of the Federation,O AuGF, has
disclosed that nine Ministries,
Departments and Agencies of
the Federal Government spent
about N49.5bn above their
approved budgets between
2018 and 2019.
The OAuGF made the
discrepancy known in its
“2019 Annual Report on NonCompliance, Internal Control,
and Weakness Issues in MDAs
of the Federal Government of
Nigeria for the year ended
December 31, 2019”, which
was submitted to the National
Assembly.
According to the report,
the
agencies
allegedly

violated Section 80(4) of the
Constitution which states
that, “No money shall be
withdrawn from the CRF or
any other public fund of the
Federation except in a manner
prescribed by the National
Assembly”.
Also, it also quoted
Paragraph 417 of the
Financial Regulations, which
read in part, “Expenditure
shall strictly be classified
in accordance with the
estimates, and votes must be
applied only to the purpose for
which the money is provided.
Expenditure
incorrectly
charged to a vote shall be
disallowed”.
The agencies involved are
the Ministry of Agriculture

and Rural Development;
Nigerian Police Force; Lagos
University Teaching Hospital,
Idi Araba, Lagos; Pharmacists
Council of Nigeria, Abuja; FCTInternal Revenue Service;
Nigeria Defence Academy;
Rural Electrification Agency,
Abuja; Investment and
Securities Tribunal; and the
Nigerian Correctional Service.
The report read in part,
“Audit observed that the sum
of N49,538,655,165.50 ,Forty
nine billion, five hundred
and thirty eight million,
six hundred and fifty five
thousand, one hundred and
sixty five naira, fifty kobo, was
the amount of extra-budgetary
expenditure/virement without
approval by nine Ministries,

Departments and Agencies.
It added that the Ministry
of Agriculture and Rural
Development spent the
highest amount with N48.4bn
while the Pharmacists Council
of Nigeria, Abuja, spent the
least amount of N1.68m.
A closer look at the report
showed that the Ministry
of Agriculture was also
in violation of Paragraph
2906 (ii) of the Financial
Regulations which stipulates
that“,all procurement plans
must be supported by prior
budgetary appropriation as
proof of availability of funds.
In other words, payments that
are not provided for in the
annual estimates shall not be
accepted.

Stanbic IBTC Introduces Smart Loan To Support Customers
BY UMORU ABDULKADIR

Stanbic IBTC Bank, a subsidiary
of Stanbic IBTC Holdings
PLC, has introduced a Smart
Loan digital solution to enable
customers who have an account
with their Asset Management
arm access loan to enable
them meet their medium-term
financial obligations.
According to the bank, the
devaluation of the naira due to
the global economic downturn
has reduced disposable income as
more naira is required to maintain
the current level of expenditure
and consumption. This is more
so given that the economy is
largely import driven and there is

a need for people to access funds
seamlessly from their financial
partners.
It stated that the Smart Loan,
a digital, paperless loan facility
will come in handy for many
Nigerians, especially those in dire
need. The solution will support
Nigerians by giving them access
to funds while also contributing
to economic growth.
The Smart Loan digital facility
is available to customers with a
mutual fund investment with
Stanbic IBTC Asset Management.
This enables them to access the
instant and quick paperless loan
facility of up to N10 million. The
lending solution empowers them

to meet their financial needs while
also maintaining a healthy cash
flow.
Oladele
Sotubo,
Chief
Executive, Stanbic IBTC Asset
Management, said, “The Smart
Loan product is designed to help
provide our customers with the
necessary financial support
of up to N10 million to meet
their medium-term financial
responsibility, while also
positioning them on a path to
long-term financial stability. We
understand the need for constant
cash flow and its relevance to our
livelihoods and households”.
Bunmi Dayo-Olagunju, Head,
Client Solutions, also said Stanbic

IBTC Holdings will continue
developing innovative financial
solutions to enable customers to
achieve stable financial freedom
through simple and quick
banking solutions accessible to
them at their convenience. We
are delighted that we can further
serve our customers in positive
ways that improve their finances
through our arrays of financial
products”.
Dayo-Olagunju also stated
that the firm is committed
to leveraging technology to
help accelerate economic
development and improve the
standard of living amongst its
customers.

Net Forex
Inflow Drops By
30% To $2.69bn
As Outflow Rose
By 53%
BY UMORU ABDULKADIR

Members of the Central
Bank
of
Nigeria’s,
CBN, Monetary Policy
Committee,
MPC,
have called on the apex
bank to carry out a
comprehensive
review
of the foreign exchange
market operations in the
country to determine
the fundamental drivers,
and relative sizes of the
segments of the market.
Nigeria’s Net foreign
exchange inflow fell yearon-year ,YoY, by 30% to
$2.69 billion in October
last year from $3.87 billion
in the corresponding
period of 2020.
The latest Monthly
Economic Outlook report
of the Central Bank of
Nigeria, CBN, indicated
that the decline in net
inflow was driven by
a massive rise in forex
outflow during the period.
According to the apex
bank, forex inflow rose
YoY by 8.1% YoY to $7
billion during the month
2021, while outflow rose
YoY by 53% to $4 billion
in October 2021 from $2.6
billion in 2020.
The report stated:
“Foreign exchange flow
through the economy
dwindled in October.
Aggregate
foreign
exchange inflow into the
economy was $7 billion, in
October 2021, compared
with $13.38 billion in
September 2021.
The difference between
the levels in October and
the preceding month was
mainly accounted for
by the debt proceeds of
Eurobonds, which boosted
receipts in September
2021.
However,
foreign
exchange
outflows
through the economy
increased by 32.3% to
$4.31 billion in October
2021. Outflow through the
Bank increased by 45.6%,
relative to September
,mainly third-party MDA
transfers and interbank
sales. “On the other hand,
autonomous
outflow
declined by 7.2% to $0.76
billion, on account of
the decrease in invisible
imports. Consequently,
the economy recorded a
net inflow of $2.69 billion
in the review period.
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From left: President Muhammadu Buhari, Gov Abdullahi Ganduje of Kano; Grand Khalifah, Tijjaniyya Movement in Nigeria, Tidjani Ali Bin Arabi and Emir of Kano, Alhaji Aminu Ado-Bayero during the
meeting of the President with some members of the Tijjaniyya Movement in Nigeria at the Presidential Villa in Abuja, yesterday. PHOTO: SH/ICE/NAN

2023: Hawks Gather Against
Tinubu’s Presidential Aspiration
In this report, MUYIWA OYINLOLA writes of the challenges before
the presidential aspiration of former Lagos State governor, Asiwaju
Bola Ahmed Tinubu.

Barely 24 hours after he made his presidential
aspiration public, individuals and groups
opposed to the ambition of former Lagos State
governor, Asiwaju Bola Tinubu have started
mudslinging in a bid to stall his ambition.
After a meeting with President Muhammadu
Buhari at the Aso Rock Villa, Monday, Tinubu
told journalists he had informed him of his
intention to succeed him after his exit from
office on May 29 next year.
This is coming after months of suspense and
speculations about his presidential ambition.
He told journalists in Abuja that he has
made his intention known to Buhari, although
he said he has yet to inform Nigerians of his
intention to run for the office.
In recent times, Tinubu’s name has featured
among other prominent politicians who may
likely slug it out in a bid to continue from where
Buhari would stop after the general elections.
Although his political allies, associates and
supporters have over time canvassed support
for his ambition, Tinubu, until Monday
never openly told the political class about his
ambition, until yesterday when he opened up to

State House correspondents after his meeting
with the President at the Aso Villa in Abuja.
The APC stalwart said he was in the
presidential villa to formally inform the
President of his desire to run for President in
2023.
”I can say categorically yes! I have informed
the President of my intention but I have not
informed Nigerians yet. I am still consulting
and I have no problem consulting and I have
not set a parameter of limitation to the extent
of consultation.
“You will soon hear what you want to hear
all you want to hear, a categorical declaration;
you’ve gotten that truth from me that I have
informed the President of my ambition and you
don’t expect more answers than that”.
When asked how the President responded to
his declaration, Tinubu said the President did
not ask him to discard his political ambition.
“He is a democrat. He didn’t ask me to stop;
he didn’t ask me not to attempt and pursue
my ambition. It is a lifelong ambition. You
are running a democratic dispensation and
you must adopt the principles and values and

Ogbonnia

Tinubu

virtues of democracy”, he said.
On the purported ambition of Vice-President
Yemi Osinbajo, Gov. Yahaya Bello of Kogi and
other politicians nurturing similar presidential
ambitions with him in the APC, Tinubu said he
would not discuss individuals.
“I don’t want to discuss individuals now, I
must discuss myself. I have the confidence,
vision and capacity to build on the foundation
of the President and turn Nigeria better. I have

done that with commitment and yielding zeal
in Lagos State. You have seen that experience
and capacity to turn things around and that
is also what we are doing. The confusion and
drift of the past in PDP is being corrected as we
are today. Going back to the data of how many
barrels of oil we were producing when we took
over and what we have today.
CONTINUE ON PAGE 24
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station described it as an insult and a dream
that cannot come true.
George said this at an interview with Arise
TV May last year, stating that the Alpha
Beta company owned by Tinubu should be
investigated by the Economic and Financial
Crimes Commission, EFCC, as a matter of
urgency.
“To me, it’s an insult to the civilised people of
this country that he wants to run this country”,
he said.
He alleged that the Lagos State government
had set up laws prohibiting the investigation
of Tinubu, a situation he described as a mess.
George called on the head of the EFCC to
take on the investigation for posterity’s sake,
saying that this could serve as the turning point
for Nigeria.

George

Adebanjo

Jibrin

“It is an assertion rooted in history and
experience that any project that is not
supported by justice and equity will not
succeed”, he said.
He added that “It is a project that is dead on
arrival because God is a universal entity that
he is always interested in truth, fairness and
equity. So, for anybody embarking on anything
that is not rooted in equity and justice will not
succeed and this is a countervailing force that
has sustained this world from the beginning.
“So, Tinubu knows that he is embarking on
a cause that has no foundation in anything:
foundation in equity and justice and of course
is a project that will not succeed”.
Ogbonnia, however, said it was very
unfortunate that Tinubu had decided to add
to the crisis in Nigeria, adding “because there is
this collective conscience that has been guiding
this country. The collective conscience is to
culturally determine what is right and what is
wrong and to pursue the one that is right and
ignore the one that is wrong.
“But all the same, those who have really gone
against the convention have often lost, you
know at a point General Sani Abacha wanted
to continue but he lost; Goodluck Jonathan
ran against the incumbent, he lost. Any other
person that tries to go against the convention
and the incumbent will always lose it. Mr
Tinubu is working across purposes with the
foundations of this country; foundation rooted
in equity and justice.
“He knows that this is the turn of the Igbo

and instead of supporting for the Igbo to
emerge for peace to reign, for the corporate
existence of Nigeria to remain intact, he
decided to add to the problem and crisis. So,
for one to succeed as a matter of fact, patriots
should consider the collective interest the
group interest more than self-interest. But
in this case now Tinubu is more interested
in self-interest. He considered self-interest
above group interest or corporate existence
of Nigeria. And that is selfishness at its
height and any country that has such people
is always in trouble.
“Ohanaeze’s position is that Tinubu
knows that he is doing the wrong thing. He
is embarking on a project that is not rooted
in equity, justice and fair play, and is against
the common current of the conscience of the
people and to that extent he will surely lose”.

...Tinubu’s Presidential Aspiration
FROM PAGE 23

“You now see excellent infrastructure. Let us
think back and be intellectually inquisitive as
to the past and the present as well as what the
future holds for Nigeria”, he added.
But prior to the Monday declaration, Tinubu
recently made a proclamation that appeared
as letting the cat out of the back when he
alluded to the news making the rounds about
his supposed ambition when he disclosed: “I
am not going to turn them down but I will still
effectively and widely consult, particularly
brainstorm with my friends and find a date
to come out openly and tell Nigerians. But
the President is still in office. I don’t want to
distract him from all the challenges he might
face today”.
“So, don’t muddle the political waters.
Consult; make our programmes known to the
people later. And the intention is clear. So, you
can keep guessing”.
Meanwhile, it has also been said in some
quarters that there was an agreement between
Buhari and Tinubu that the latter would
succeed him after leaving office on May 29,
2023.
To this, former National Chairman of the
defunct Congress for Progressive Change, CPC,
one of the political parties and groups that
formed the APC, Rufai Hanga, said: “This is an
open secret. There was an implied agreement.
Even in law, there is an implied and expressed
act. If something is expressed, there are no two
ways about it. There was an implied agreement
that he would take over. That is why he didn’t
back out after the first tenure. If Tinubu knew
that he would not benefit, he would have
backed out during Buhari’s first tenure. But
he knows there was an agreement”.
IT’S IGBO TURN, OHANAEZE NDIGBO
KICKS
His declaration has however, started generating
ripples in the politics even as the apex Igbo
socio-cultural organisation, Ohanaeze Ndigbo,
has described his intent as being against the
rules of natural justice.
Spokesman for the group, Chief Alex
Ogbonnia said the body regretted that Tinubu
had chosen to add to the crisis of Nigeria
instead of joining hands with patriots to save
the corporate existence of the country.

“

I am not going to turn
them down but I will still
effectively and widely
consult, particularly
brainstorm with my
friends and find a date to
come out openly and tell
Nigerians

IT’S AN INSULT, SAYS BODE GEORGE
In the same vein, a former Deputy National
Chairman of the opposition Peoples
Democratic Party, PDP, Chief Olabode George,
has raised objection to Tinubu”s declaration,
saying the national leader of the ruling All
Progressives Congress, APC, will not become
Nigeria’s president.
George, in a statement on Monday,
disclosed that Tinubu’s ambition to be
Nigeria’s leader was a ‘huge joke’ adding that
he will be betrayed by those he is trusting.
“This so-called ambition must be a huge
joke. The Presidency of Nigeria is not for
characters like Bola Tinubu. Look at how he
mismanaged the resources of Lagos State.
It is surprising that he can even dream of
becoming the President of Nigeria. He is
living in cuckoo land”, he said.
George added that the South-West had
quality leaders who could produce the next
President of Nigeria, other than Tinubu. He
said it would be an insult for the South-West,
which is the most sophisticated region in the
country, to settle for Tinubu.
He also said it was unfortunate that a
hallowed ground like the Presidential Villa
would be the location for Tinubu to declare
his ambition.
Recall that sometime last year when it was
speculated that Tinubu was gunning for the
Presidency, George, in an interview on a TV

AFENIFERE GIVES CONDITIONS
Meanwhile, the pan-Yoruba socio-cultural
group, Afenifere, has given Tinubu or any
other aspirant certain conditions to meet up
with before he could get the group’s backing.
The leader of the group, Pa Ayo Adebanjo
said that until the constitution is changed and
the country restructured, Afenifere will not
support any candidate for president in the
forthcoming general elections.
Speaking about Tinubu’s presidential
ambition during an interview with newsmen
in Lagos, Adebanjo said: ”Your man has every
right to contest the election, he is not disabled,
so what is the big deal about that? ”
”We are not contesting who is the President
now because we don’t believe in the constitution
that we have. Until that constitution is changed
then we will talk about where the President
will be. We have no candidate now until that
constitution is changed because I don’t want to
go on an uncharted sea. That is the implication
now.
”You must believe in the constitution before
you say I want to be a part of it. I am not going
to be part of the constitution or election that
operates a military constitution. That’s the
bone of contention and which President Buhari
himself has not disputed. The constitution we
have is a military one”.
Meanwhile, an ardent supporter of Tinubu’s
aspiration and former member of the House
of Representatives, Hon. Abdulmumin Jibrin
failed to do justice to issues bordering on the
bullion van sighted in his principal’s Lagos
house in the 2019 general elections, Tinubu’s
age, and other matters, during an interview on
Arise TV during the week.
The rattled former lawmaker and directorgeneral of the Tinubu Support Management
Council, said questions on Mr Tinubu’s wealth
and age are all “Trash from the internet that
people put together and we will not elevate
such conversation”.
Asked specifically to speak on the source of
his principal’s wealth, he said, “This question
you have just asked is part of what I have
answered earlier. I think at this point that we
have gotten to, our emphasis should be on the
pedigree of this candidate and what he has
achieved”. He stressed that the focus should
be on the presidential aspirants capacity and
competence.
Again, he was asked, “ How did Bola Tinubu
make so much money that he had a bullion van
in his home on election day. And how old is he?”
Jibrin, in his response said: “When you
continue to repeat the question, you will get
the same answer. These are all trash from the
internet that people put together and we will
not elevate such conversation.But when the
campaign commences, we will bring out facts
and figures before Nigerians but we will not
create a narrative for them”.
Indeed, the dice is still rolling and politics is
just about starting, but there is no gainsaying
the fact that Tinubu and his handlers should be
ready to provide answers to a lot of questions
from pundits as time goes by.
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Plateau APC
Working To
Reconcile
Aggrieved
Members
– Party Scribe
All Progressives Congress, APC,
Plateau says it will use every
available dispute resolution
means to reconcile all the
aggrieved members of the party.
The State Publicity Secretary
of APC in Plateau, Mr Sylvanus
Namang, made this known to
selected newsmen on Friday.
“We will not rest on our
oars. We have started moves to
ensure that all issues that have
to do with Party members are
resolved.
“It is time for consolidation
which can be more effective
through proper reconciliation.
No political party will be happy
to lose members.
”We are addressing all issues
emanating right from local
government election primaries
to party congresses at the ward,
local government and state
levels.
”We as a party see these
defections as flying off the kite
to test the waters. But what I
know is that you cannot run
from your home to a rented
apartment”, he said.
Namang advised those
aggrieved to explore the road
to reconciliation.
”We will surmount this
challenge like we did in the
past”, he said.

Ohuabunwa

Abia North Has No Voice In
Senate Since 2019 – Stakeholders
BY MUYIWA OYINLOLA

Some stakeholders in Abia North
Senatorial District, in conjunction
with “Follow Better Organisation”,
have called on Sen. Mao Ohuabunwa
to declare interest to run for the
Senate in 2023.
They made the call at a news
conference in Umuahia on Thursday,
saying that the area had lost its
voice in the Senate with the exit of

Ohuabunwa in 2019.
Ohuabunwa’s second term bid
suffered a setback, when he lost at
the polls to former Gov. Orji Kalu.
But the Spokesman for the group
and former Secretary to the State
Government, Dr Eme Okoro, said,
“The zone is now politically dumb at
the Senate”.
“We have closely watched
political developments in the area,
particularly since 2019 and are

pained at the sorry state of things
in the zone.
“We feel very ashamed at the poor
representation of Abia North at the
9th Senate.
“Abia North, which before now
was represented by vocal senators
that commanded the respect of
their colleagues, has almost become
voiceless at the red chambers.
“The zone is rarely heard in the
current Senate and, when it is, it
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comes as a comic relief”, the group
said.
It further expressed concern
that Kalu could not concentrate on
providing effective representation
to the zone, in terms of sponsorship
of bills.
“This is unacceptable and a big
insult to the collective sensibility of
the zone”, it said.
The group, therefore, urged
Ohuabunwa to declare his intention
to run for the Senate in 2023, saying
that the area “will give him the
support and defend their votes”.
“We need him back to the Senate
to recover the lost grounds. His brief
stay at the Senate brought a lot of
respect and federal attention to the
zone.
“He had over 10 bills and motions
to his credit in the less than three
years of his stay in the Senate”, the
group further said.
It said that the impact of
Ohuabunwa’s short stay was felt in
all the five local government areas in
the senatorial district.
According to the stakeholders,
Ohuabunwa attracted primary
healthcare centers to every
community and facilitated the
rehabilitation and segmentation
of the Umuahia-Ohafia Road
and Ohafia-Arochukwu Road,
respectively.
They expressed dismay that both
projects had been abandoned since
the lawmaker lost the seat to Kalu.
The briefing was attended by the
Director-General of the organisation,
Dr Ndubuisi Eke, and a former
Chairman, Ohafia LGA, Mrs. Nnenna
Obewu-Onwuka.
Also in attendance were a former
Caretaker Committee Vice Chairman
of Arochukwu LGA, Mr Kingsley
Ngunu, and a chieftain of the Peoples
Democratic Party, Dr Isaac Nkole.
Recall that Sen. Kalu of the ruling
APC on Wednesday presented
himself as one with experience
and pedigree to become the party’s
presidential candidate in 2023.

Alao-Akala: Leader In All Ramifications, Says Jumoke Akinjide
Former Minister of State for Federal
Capital Territory, FCT, Chief Jumoke
Akinjide has described the late
Chief Adebayo Alao-Akala, former
Governor of Oyo State, as a leader in
all ramifications.
Akinjide, made the assertions in a
statement in Ibadan on Friday, said
that he made indelible marks and
impacted many lives positively.
“In politics, he made indelible
marks. In his community, he was
loved and hailed. And above all,
his life impacted innumerable lives
positively.
“Personally, I will miss his openheartedness, elderly exhortations,
his humor and political sagacity”,
she said.
Akinjide said that she was still in
shock and pain over the untimely
death of the Ogbomoso-born
politician, adding the news came like
“a devastating bombshell”
According to her, I am still
stupefied by the death of Alao-Akala.
It has taken time to sink in and I am
deeply saddened.
“Death has dealt us a blow to Oyo

State with the loss of our dear former
Governor of Oyo State,” she said.
The former minister, however,
commiserated with the state
governor, Mr Seyi Makinde; family
of the late Alao-Akala, the people of
Ogbomoso and the entire people of
Oyo State.
Also, Chief Adeniyi Akintola ,SAN,
Chieftain of the All Progressives
Congress ,APC, and governorship
aspirant, said that the late Alao-Akala
would be greatly missed.
Akintola described the late
governor as a rare gem, saying
Oyo State and Nigeria have lost an
illustrious son.
“May the soul of our departed
brother rest in the bosom of the
Almighty God”. His exit at a crucial
time like this is such that cannot be
explained.
“I don’t want to dwell on stories
about the domestic accident because
it doesn’t help in the recovery of the
precious personality we’ve lost to the
cold hands of death.
“Alao-Akala is a man of the people.
He aligns with the people at all levels,

starting from the grassroots to the
top”, he said.
Akintola said that the state and
indeed, Nigeria had lost an illustrious
son in Alao-Akala.
According to him, we send our
condolences to the immediate family
at this hour of a painful loss.
“Our hearts are also with relatives,
his community, friends, political
associates and our people in general.
“We pray that God grants all of us
the strength and courage to bear this
irreparable loss”, he said.
Commenting, a body of Doctors,
under the aegis of Medical and Dental
Consultants Association of Nigeria,
MDCAN, LAUTECH Teaching
Hospital, Ogbomoso chapter,
condoled with Alao-Akala’s family.
This is contained in a statement
jointly signed by its Chairman, Dr
Michael Olamoyegun and Secretary,
Dr Ayobami Alabi.
The MDCAN commiserated with
Gov. Seyi Makinde, the family of late
Chief Alao- Akala, the good people
of Ogbomoso community, political
associates and entire people of the

state.
“The huge contributions of the
late Alao-Akala to the establishment
of LAUTECH Teaching Hospital,
Ogbomoso, toward enhanced
provision of tertiary healthcare and

Akala
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Oyo State are evident for all to see”,
MDCAN said.
It prayed that God Almighty
comfort all and give the immediate
family fortitude to bear the
irreparable loss.
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She worked as an
NTA governor’s office
correspondent and
a news caster in NTA
Channel 7.

“
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6 Nollywood Actresses That
Have Worked With NTA

Mabel Oboh
Having produced the likes of Sam Loco,
Enebeli Elebuwa, Sadiq Daba etc, Mabel
Oboh, is a creator, producer and actress
in Nollywood, has always seized any
opportunity to serve, with a solutionbased mindset. Broadcaster, movie/soap
producer, businesswoman, philanthropist
and, now ventured into politics, a first
meeting with her will reveal an epitome
of humility. During interactions, you
meet a steely resolve to execute any
humanitarian service or mission.
She is a seasoned broadcaster and on
record as the second female independent
movie producer in Nigeria. She worked as
an NTA governor’s office correspondent
and a news caster in NTA Channel 7.
Oboh was the first lady to create a chat
show in the early 2000 (“Chat with
Mabel”) on NTA Network. Mabel Akomu
Oboh is a Nigerian actress and television
presenter. She joined Nigeria Television
Authority, NTA, in the 1990s as a News
Correspondent to the Lagos State house,
before working with United Nations and
later left United Nation and joined British
Embassy in Poland in the commercial and
Visa sections.
The famous Nollywood movie producer
Zeb Ejiro went under her tutorage in
movie production before he started
producing movies.
Toyin Adegbola
Toyin Adegbola is a Nigerian actress
and movie director. She worked with
the Nigeria Television Authority, before
joining the Yoruba language films of
Nollywood thirty eight years ago.
Ebele Okaro
Ebele Okaro Onyiuke is a Nigerian actress
and film producer. Best known for her role
as Mama Rose in the 2018 epic Nigerian
film, Blackrose, shortly after her National
Youth Service, Okaro worked with the
Nigerian Television Authority, where
she made several television appearances.

of the internationally acclaimed NTA
documentary Nigeria, A Squandering
of Riches, which became the definitive
film about corruption in Nigeria and
the intractable Niger Delta agitation for
resource control and campaign against
environmental degradation in the oil
rich region of Nigeria. As an actress, she
is best known for her appearance in the
movie, Widow’s Cot, for which she won
the 2006 African Movie Academy Award
for Best Actress in a Supporting Role.
Treasure Obasi
Treasure Obasi is a Nigerian actress,
video vixen, and television presenter.
Renowned for her starring role in the
2019 Nigerian film, Heaven’s Hell, Obasi
worked with the Nigerian Television
Authority, hosting the educational
programme where young scientists and
artistes are being celebrated.

“

She is a seasoned
broadcaster and on
record as the second
female independent
movie producer in
Nigeria.

Oboh

Adegbola

Okaro

Obiang

Onwenu

Obasi

Katherine Obiang
Katherine Obiang is a Nigerian actress
and TV presenter. Initially working
as a television presenter for Nigerian
Television Authority on AM Express,
Katherine later made several acting
appearances in nollywood movies and
television series.
Onyeka Onwenu
Onyeka Onwenu is a Nigerian actress
and journalist. During her working
career with the Nigeria Television
Authority, Onwenu made an impact as
a newsreader and reporter. Thirty eight
years ago, she gained international
fame after her writing and presentation
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Adebayo with StarTimes official

Femi Adebayo Receives Recognition
For ‘Ile-Alayo’ Drama Series
Nollywood actor Femi Adebayo,
has been hailed for his drama
series, Ile-Alayo.
The movie star was honoured
by the management of StarTimes
for his strong connection with
entertainment lovers.
“Adebayo is greatly loved by

Nollywood fans. We are delighted
to have Femi Adebayo as our
brand ambassador. Over the
years, Femi has continued to add
value to our TV screens.
“We are delighted with this
partnership. We have decided to
work with the veteran actor who

AY

“Men lie for different reasons
and I am talking about men
generally, but that doesn’t mean
I don’t lie”.
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With RUTH GBAKA

Sandra Iheuwa’s ExHubby Apologises Over His
Weekend Meltdown
Socialite Sandra Iheuwa’s husband
Steve Thompson had apologised
over the comments he made
during the weekend.
On social media and gave
reasons why their marriage will
no longer work.
In a post shared via his
Instagram page on Wednesday,
January
12,
2022,
the
businessman apologized and said
he a lot will be worked on.
“Kindly pardon my outburst on
Sunday here on Instagram, some
bloggers were writing nonsense
about my person,” he wrote.
“A lot will be worked on, being
a better person is the best thing
that can happen to anyone, all will
be well.”
Thompson’s post came days after

his estranged wife, Iheuwa reverted
to his name on social media.
It would be recalled that Iheuwa’s
estranged husband had taken to
Instagram where he announced
that their marriage was over.
He also disclosed how Iheuwa
accused him of marrying her
because she’s a Green cardholder
Thompson said he had already
thrown her stuff away from his
house and warned the estate
security guards not to allow her
back to their home.
In another twist, there are
reports that the marriage crashed
over Thompson’s infidelity.
Thompson and Iheuwa tied the
knot in a flamboyant wedding
ceremony in 2021. They are
expecting a baby together.

also shares our core values in
terms of dedication, service, and
quality entertainment”, Alex Jian
of StarTimes said.
In his response, the movie
star appreciated the brand for
the recognition, promising to
continue to reach out to his fans.

AY Breaks “The Bro Code”
Exposes Men Sexuality

The screen star took to his
social media page exposing the
men and the lies they tell.
According to the skit maker,
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The comedian stated that
men lie to get out of trouble, lie
to save a situation or get women
feel safe about a situation.
He further stated that men
lie about their sexuality as most
of them brag about their sexual
prowess but can’t “perform”.
“Some men just lie about
their sexual prowess, but in the
real sense they can’t perform”.
The
comedian,
movie
producer and skit maker
revealed that most men lie
about
their
relationship
status especially if they find
themselves in complicated
relationships.
He stated that married men
especially lie about their marital
status as they do this with the
intention of getting a single
lady.
AY also advised ladies to find
another partner if their partner
keeps lying about sending cash.
“When you hear am having
problems with my bank app or
other issues after four days, get
another boyfriend”
He also expressed shock as
men tend to lie about their
busy schedule to their partner
after a while of been a in a
relationship. The comedian
made this revelation in a viral
vide titled “how una see am”.

Sandra with her husband

Empress Gifty Takes On
Nigerian Gospel Artistes
A few weeks ago, Shatta Wale took
on secular Nigerian acts and now
Empress Gifty is throwing light on
a similar issue in the Gospel music
industry.
According to the Ghanaian Gospel
singer, unlike how music from the
West African country floods Ghana
for shows often, she can’t remember
how often Ghanaian Gospel singers
have been made to headline shows
in Nigeria.
The ‘Eye Woaa’ singer registered
her displeasure in a video shared on
social media. “I want to speak facts
to the people that are at the forefront
of Ghanaian Gospel industry”, she
said.
She then asked, “when was the
last time a Ghanaian Gospel artiste
headlined a show in Nigeria, when
was the last time”?
She continued that, “If I can recall,
it was just last month that I saw that
Celestine Donkor saying she’s going
to Nigeria for a programme”.
According to Gifty, Ghanaian
Gospel musicians are not even
treated well. “The way we treat

Nigerian Gospel singers in Ghana
when we go there is that how they
treat us?
“I want to ask, when have you seen
a Ghanaian gospel act being taken on
a radio tour in Nigeria by a Nigerian
gospel singer? Some of them when
they come to Ghana they don’t even
want to take pictures with us”, she
emphasised.

Gifty
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NDLEA officials during arrest of DGeneral

NDLEA Discloses Motive Behind Arrest
Of Instagram Comedian DGeneral
The National Drug Law
enforcement Agency, NDLEA,
has revealed that Sunday Joshua
popularly known as DGeneral
confessed to ownership of the
seized drugs.
He was arrested by men of
the NDLEA at his residence
on suspicion of possession of
narcotics.
In a statement released by the

spokesman for the agency, Femi
Babafemi, the skit maker was
arrested over drug-related issues.
“Operatives of the National
Drug Law Enforcement Agency,
NDLEA, in the early hours of
today, Wednesday January 12
arrested a skit maker, Sunday
Joshua, popularly known on social
media as De-General, following the
raid of a notorious drug joint at

Orchid Estate, Lekki area of Lagos
state”, part of the statement read.
“Acting on credible intelligence,
narcotic officers stormed the
drug joint in the estate, where
three suspects were arrested
with illicit drugs including 200
sachets of 225mg Tramadol and
1.5kilograms of cannabis sativa.
“In the course of the operation,
some persons including the

suspected dealer ran away
with bags suspected to contain
exhibits”.
The agency said the popular
comedian admitted to ownership
of drugs recovered from his house.
The statement came hours
after a video of men of the agency
storming the residence of the
comedian went viral on social
media.

Ebuka, Frank Edoho Ors React To Lifting Of Twitter Ban

Frank Donga and Ebuka
have reacted to the federal
government suspension of the
Twitter ban.
Recall that Naija News earlier
reported that the federal
government
and
Twitter
had reached an agreement

which consequently led to the
suspension of the ban.
The president’s directive was
made public in a statement on
Wednesday by the Chairman
Technical Committee NigeriaTwitter
Engagement
and
Director-General
National

Information
Technology
Development Agency, NITDA,
Kashifu Inuwa Abdullahi.
According to the statement,
the lifting of the suspension on
Twitter operations in Nigeria
will be effective from 12 am,
January 13.

Ebuka

Donga

Edoho
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Abdullahi explained that
the approval was granted
after a memo written to the
President by the Minister of
Communications and Digital
Economy, Isa Ali Pantami.
He said: “The Federal
Government of Nigeria, FGN,
directs me to inform the public
that President Muhammadu
Buhari, GCFR, has approved
the lifting of the suspension
of Twitter operation in Nigeria
effective from 12am tonight,
13th January 2022.
“The approval was given
following a memo written to
the President by the Honorable
Minister of Communications
and Digital Economy, Prof Isa
Ali Ibrahim.
“In the Memo, the Minister
updated and requested the
President’s approval for the
lifting based on the Technical
Committee
Nigeria-Twitter
Engagement’s recommendation.”
Reacting to the development,
Ebuka said that the ban was
lifted because of the election
that is around the corner, while
Frank Donga on his part asked
Nigerians to be wary of election
motivated sycophancy starved
tweets.

Nollywood Stars
Frown As Davido’s
Uncle Rejoices
After Governorship
Screening
Nollywood actress, Georgina
Onuoha
has
slammed
Ademola Adeleke , the
uncle to Nigerian music
star, Davido, Sen Ademola
Adeleke for holding a praise
and worship session after
the governorship screening
exercise held in Abuja.
This is coming after Dele
Momodu posted a video of
Adeleke who is fondly called
the “Dancing Senator holding
a praise and worship session
with his political associates
and friends, praising and
worshiping at home in
Abuja, after the governorship
screening exercise.
Reacting to the video,
Georgina Onuoha noted
that Politics should not be
a job, but rather a means to
serve. She also questioned
the manifesto of the senator,
asking if it could be able to
combat complex issues facing
Nigeria.
She alleged that the
senator despite his pursuit of
governorship seat, has zero
inclination on how to alleviate
the pain and suffering of the
masses
She wrote; ‘‘I weep for my
country. Ask any of these
men what their manifesto
is to combat the complex
issues facing Nigeria; you
will be shocked they have zero
inclination on how to alleviate
the pain and sufferings of
the masses. All these are
just shows; governance with
substance is vital. These men
are thinking of their stomach
and power acquisition.
Nothing more. Politics should
not be a job, rather a means
to serve where you still keep
your regular job.”

Adeleke
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Feminine Accessories On
Masculine Physique
O

ver time, men have begun to use earrings.
Since everything is advancing so quickly
to the extent of traditions becoming
outdated, earrings are now worn by
men for different reasons with eyebrows no longer
raised.
Some men now even consider it as a fashion trend.

For some men, wearing of earrings signifies their
status or wealth, for others, it’s just because of their
desires and models.
Some men who wear these earrings especially in
the 21st century, are seen as exhibiting a rebellious
personality, while it is just a trend to attract ladies
for yet others.
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Ankara And Jean Combination
F

ashionistas are trying out new trends everyday with
ankara. Different materials have been combined
with ankara and that has promoted the fabric. The
trend now is the combination of jean and ankara.
The combination of jean and ankara has become the
best when it comes to combining ankara with other
materials.
Rocking ankara with jeans in different ways is a real
deal for many fashionistas who are into Africa print. One
good thing with this combo is that trends come and go
but jeans-wear remains forever. Jean is so versatile, looks
great no matter how you style it.
We have ladies rocking jean pants with ankara-tops.
We also have another one rocking her jean outfit with
an ankara-purse, but that’s not the only way you can

combine this look. You can also wear a jean top with an
ankara-skirt or combine ankara with jean fabric to make
a dress or top. Your ankara-tops can be long or short
jackets, as well as blouses. For blouses, while peplums,
crop tops, as well as blazers are the most popular ones
fashionistas make, you can actually rock the look with so
many other styles.
Men and children are not left out when it comes to
moving with this trend, men’s clothes can be combined, it
looks great when the children are dressed in these fabric.
The dress is beautiful and simple if it is combined well, the
only thing needed is to choose the most suitable ankara
and colour combination, since the colour of regular jeans
is rather neutral, you can play with patterns and colours
of ankara and even combine several types with one item.
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An Intellectual As Hireling

I

’m always aghast at categorizations
that cast Africa as though it were just a
country, and not a continent of diverse
cultures. But the more I try to situate the
motive behind a scurrilous piece written
by Dr. Chidi Amuta, the more inclined I am
to quote a proverb whose commonly ascribed
“African” provenance is no less fraught: “Unlike
the brain, the stomach alerts you when it’s
empty.”
When the brain is empty, it breeds an illusion
of knowledge especially in those who often pride
themselves as public intellectuals. Indeed, if there
was any doubt as to the validity of the foregoing,
the sheer fatuousness of Amuta’s essay titled,
“The Staying Power of Mrs. Jonathan”, erases it
all.
In the said essay published in ThisDay, Amuta
strenuously sought to put an intellectual sheen
on a clearly ignoble quest. This desperation to
be perceived through an arcane lens ranks high
on the wish list of intellectuals, even those who
willingly toss their scruples in the mud when
the stomach is empty. And there are few things
in the world more pathetic than an intellectual
scoundrel, given the often rarefied mystique
conjured by society’s “men of knowledge”.
Seldom do true intellectuals peddle their
skill to very untoward ends, like 5th Century
sophists, in the manner that Amuta had done,
deploying puerile subterfuge to conceal the
pernicious intent of his essay. Amuta’s essay
was no innocuous piece that sought to dredge
up satirical tropes - albeit largely invented
and sensationalized - about former first lady,
Dame Patience Jonathan. Its real intention is
to savage the reputation of her husband, the
former president, Dr. Goodluck Jonathan, and
his rumoured ambition to run again for office,
apparently at the behest of some political
figures with far less dismal records. I’m not a
spokesman of the ex-president, but this much

Jonathan

would be apparent to anyone who have read
the piece.
It’s instructive, however, that he emerged
from that attempt with a reputation much
worse than that of the individuals he had
so shamelessly tried to assail. Beneath the
veneer of altruism and supposed civic-driven
interventions that Amuta seeks to project is a
hint of a writer who has no qualms putting their
name to the most hideous agenda.
I have a feeling though that such odious
reckoning matters little to him. Such is the scope
of tragedy that Amuta and his ilk portend, proof
yet that an unscrupulous intellectual is a bigger
menace than an armed felon is to the society.
When his empty stomach growls, the criminal
simply grabs a gun to steal and is, sometimes
happily, hunted down. But the unscrupulous
intellectual pitches his craft and easily becomes
a purveyor of falsehood and image assassin,
earning some garlands, unfortunately, from the

society whose fabric it so callously rends.
Amuta wrote that “a return to Goodluck
Jonathan beyond the ritual of professional
peace missionary or envoy of the incumbent
president does not look like an object of much
interest”. It is inconceivable that Amuta - and
the politicians speaking through him - would
devote such elaborate attention and print space
to what is as yet mere speculation, if they truly
considered the prospect of Jonathan’s return
insignificant. Indeed, the implicit belittling of
the ex-president’s mediatory role in conflicts
sums up the intended goal of Amuta’s vitriolic
essay. No matter how well-crafted, ad hominems
can never equate to valid reason. Such arguments
are, to all intents and purposes, the academic
version of a mud squabble. Perhaps realizing that
assailing the policies of the Jonathan years will
be a futile bid, Amuta simply resorts to personal
attacks. But Jonathan was way ahead of his time,
conceiving bold and brilliant policies that today
stand as undeniable vindication. The most fitting
example is the removal of fuel subsidy proposed
by his administration. Few others include his
administration’s power sector reforms and Youth
Enterprise With Innovation (YouWin), a national
business plan competition launched to support
aspiring youth entrepreneurs.
Facts are stubborn. They are like seeds. And
even when the brashness of falsehood crowds
them out and buries them, they still sprout

nonetheless. The hard facts of the Jonathan
era are self-evident and can’t be wished away
by cynicism. The economic metrics upon which
the many positive development data, such as
sustained GDP growth, stable exchange rate
and single-digit inflation, were derived are
universal.
This is the reality that Amuta finds
disconcerting and would rather not confront,
preferring instead to tread the disgraceful path
of ridiculing the humbling circumstances of a
man’s childhood and casting aspersions on his
wife.

Ladoja absent as
kingmakers meet to
ratify Lekan Balogun
as Olubadan.

Rivalry!

To the
Officers of the
Nigeria Customs
Service, NCS, Ogun
1 Area Command,
who shot a two year
old girl dead while
chasing a suspect.
Be warned!
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